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1. Executive Summary
Introduction.
In 2010 the area within Kincardine and Mearns from Catterline to St Cyrus was designated a
Regeneration Priority area (RPA). Mearns Area Partnership (MAP), which is a partnership of
statutory, voluntary and community organisations, established in 1992, with a focus on
disadvantage in rural areas is one of the partners on the RPA. Transport was recognised as one
of the key themes and MAP was invited to lead on this due to previous work the Partnership
had undertaken on transport and subsequent development of Mearns Community Transport
(MCT) project. Funding was sought from the RPA budget for MAP to employ a part time project
worker for a 6 month post to review transport in the RPA and identify workable and achievable
solutions that might provide integrated solutions to transport in the area.

Public consultation survey.
A survey took place during June to August to gain feedback from the public on community
transport issues. There were 71 respondents to the survey.
Key Findings:











Identified how people use public transport and the reasons those who don’t use it have
for not doing so.
Discovered that a majority 45% respondent wanted an Inverbervie and Gordon Town
service which supported the 2010 survey outcome..
Confirmed the 2010 survey results which indicated a service between Laurencekirk and
the RPA coast would be useful with 78% of respondents agreeing.
Identified how car owners in the area use their cars with 65% social use being the top
answer followed by shopping trips at 60%.
Discovered 47% of motorists do less than 10,000 miles putting many of them in a
position where they would be financially better of as part of a car club.
Demonstrated that the majority of households have just one car and that 79% of
households have access to a car compared with the national average of 67%.
Found that 46% of respondents would be interested in car sharing as either a driver or
passenger.
Discovered 75% of responders had not heard of the Aberdeenshire liftshare website.
Identified that 33% of responders wanted to know more about car clubs.
Demonstrated 60%of people completing the survey felt that a Wheels 2 Work project
would be beneficial to the area.

Other Survey work conducted by the Development Worker included:
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Carrying out a review of groups to ascertain the need for group transport needs in the
RPA. This resulted in 5 groups indicating they might have a need for occasional minibus
hire.
Carrying out a GP consultation exercise to determine local GP’s of transport issues
affecting their patients. This resulted in 4 GP’s indicating they were aware of transport
difficulties for some patients in the area with current hospital patient transport being a
key concern along with issues of rural Isolation.

The Community Transport Sector.
A review of community transport in the area was undertaken along with networking with the
Scottish Community Transport sector. There were 8 operators identified in the RPA and
Mearns area. Numerous concerns relating to funding issues exist amongst the national sector.

Integrated Transport in the RPA and Laurencekirk area.
A review of train times and connecting buses was undertaken by the Development Worker with
compilation timetables being drawn up for all related services in the key locations of Montrose,
Laurencekirk and Stonehaven.






Montrose is the key transport hub for destinations in the RPA.
Stonehaven has no relevant bus train links that relate to the RPA.
There are no direct bus rail links into the RPA from Laurencekirk.
Though Montrose is the key transport hub for rail bus links into the RPA there are
several cases of buses not being timetabled to meet trains.
School contract work appears to impact both existing commercial operators’ abilities to
deliver bus services during the early morning and mid afternoon to early evening
periods.

Recommendations of this review.
In all there are 17 recommendations arising from this review which can be found in section
10. Recommendations 1-7 relate to projects which can be progressed in the short term and
include 3 community bus pilot routes, a car club scheme, a bicycle recycling project and a
moped loan scheme.
The remaining 10 recommendations relate to further research work required and possible
ways of investing and improving the community transport sector in the area whilst
providing increased value to the public purse.
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2. Introduction
The area within Kincardine and Mearns from Catterline to St Cyrus was designated a
Regeneration Priority area (RPA) in 2010. Transport was recognised as a key issue as a result of
a survey “Making the Most of the Coast” and it was agreed to focus on Transport as one of the
themes for the area during 2010 – 2011.
Funding from the RPA budget was allocated to support a part time project worker on a 6 month
post to research all aspects of transport in the RPA and identify workable and achievable
solutions that might provide integrated solutions to transport in the area.
The Mearns Area Partnership (MAP) was selected to lead the work and provide line
management for the project. MAP also provided additional funding to extend the remit of the
work to include the Laurencekirk area of the central Mearns.
This report is based on the work of the 2011 MAP Transport Project Worker’s review of
transportation.
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3 The MAP 2011 Community Transport Survey.
3.1 Introduction
The survey was carried out from June to August 2011 as part of the MAP Transport Workers 6
month project to investigate transport issues in the RPA and find achievable solutions. The
Project was funded by the RPA fund but also included an element of funding from MAP to
include the Laurencekirk area within the project work. Of the 71 responses to the survey 17
(24%) came from out with the RPA Mearns area.
3.2 Method
A survey was devised to take forward ideas raised in the transportation questions of the 2010
“Making the Most of the Coast” Survey. The aim was to see if similar data supporting the
initiatives posed by that survey were still viable in 2011 and if so to gain additional information
that would be useful in planning projects. The project worker also included other project
suggestions and several questions to determine respondent’s current use of public transport
and why some sectors of the public chose not to use it. The survey comprised of four sections;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Community Transport
Car owners Questions
Car Sharing Questions
About You section.

3.3 Distribution & Consultation Exercises.
A drop in session at Inverbervie Library was established on Tuesday afternoons throughout the
Consultation period. In addition, surveys were available both at Inverbervie Library and the
Mobile Library during the period. Further survey points were established in Laurencekirk at the
Community Centre and The MAP office. The Survey was also available to download from the
MAP website.
Promotion of the survey and drop in sessions took place through local newspaper media, local
community radio, and posters in key points in the communities. All Community Councils and
Aberdeenshire Councillors were apprised of the survey work by the Project Worker. Additional
awareness raising took place through the Kincardine and Mearns Area Council Office.
Stakeholders were identified and contacted by the Project Worker further increasing awareness
of the survey work.
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A “Making the Most of the Coast” public feedback event was held at the Inverbervie Living
Rooms on June 1st 2011 at which the survey was initially trialled on workshop members
attending the event.
3.4 The Results.
Section one: Public & Community Buses
This section dealt with respondents use or non use of public and community transport and
attempted to find out how people use public & community transport as well as reasons for not
using it. In addition, the section also looked at two community bus projects suggested by the
2010 “Making the most of the Coast” Survey in relation to an Inverbervie town service and a
coastal link with Laurencekirk.
3.4.1 Question One:
The first question in the survey was split into two parts with the aim of the first part being to
determine how people used public or community transport in the target area.
Part one how the respondent uses Public/Community Transport.

How people use Public Transport
To attend college
Disability Issues

To search for work
To get to work
Attend health appointments
To socialise
To go shopping
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Respondents to question one amounted to 58% of those surveyed and from that there were
80.5% who indicated they used public transport and 19.5% who used Community Transport.
Respondents were encouraged to indicate multi answers to this question and the results are
presented as percentages of respondents indicating their use of Public Transport against each
of the options
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Those who used Community Transport did so for shopping (53%), health appointments (20%)
and for socialising (27%). There is a perception that Community Transport is provided for the
elderly or disabled persons, in the case of this survey it is a view supported by those who used
the existing services being in the upper age ranges with 62.5% of Community Transport users
being over 70 years old, 25% being between 61 and 70 and 12.5% being in the range of 51-60.
This situation is not surprising given that most of the areas community transport is provided by
the Council run 65 special service which operates under a section 19 permit and does so to
provide a service to elderly disabled passengers. MCT also operate their one minibus, used by
groups, under a section 19 permit and is available for a wider cross section of the community to
use though not necessarily recognised as such. A recent Community Transport Association
Scotland (CTAS) survey identified that 80% of community transport users in Scotland were
elderly or disabled.
A low result against attending college is perhaps not indicative of the true nature of public
transport users as only a small percentage of young people in the community engaged with the
consultation exercise.
3.4.2 Question One - Part Two: Why respondents avoid public/community transport.
This element of Question 1 sought to determine why some respondents avoided using public or
community transport.

I never use public or community
transport.
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

There were 30 0ut of 71 (42%) of respondents who indicated they did not use either public or
community transport. There were 3 key answers which arose prominently from this which
essentially relate to respondents being totally reliant upon their own vehicles to get about. The
8

2nd & 3rd highest answer perhaps indicates an intolerance to other forms of transport that do
not match up to the convenience of the car in terms of its instant availability, convenience, time
saving and being able to meet the needs of rural householders whose lifestyles rely on being
able to travel beyond the local area they live in, regularly and perhaps to multiple locations on a
daily basis.
The cost element of public transport was also a notable response with almost a quarter of
those avoiding public transport noting it as a contributing factor.
Issues of reliability were notable and 10% of respondents indicated they had no service in their
area.
Safety issues were not a high concern amongst most respondents.

3.4.3. Question 2: Do you think an Inverbervie & Gourdon town bus would be useful?
Questions 2-4 related to a suggestion put forth in the 2010 “Making the Most of the Coast” RPA
survey that a town service might be useful to the 2,500 + residents there.

Would an Inverbervie & Gourdon
town bus be useful ?
30%
15%

45%
10%

Yes
No
Don't know

Not applicable

There was a clear indication from respondents to Question two that this service might be
useful. A high response rate of 96% to answering the question added even more positive note
to the result as did the relatively small negative response of 10%. The 30% not applicable
answer (also included 8% abstentions) was a result of the survey being made to a wide
geographical area and some respondents feeling that it was a question out with their remit to
answer due to them not being a resident of the location in question. The 14% who responded
don’t know were all from the Inverbervie area.
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3.4.4. Question 3: If yes what time of day would you most likely use the service?
This follow on question sought to determine the most appropriate times to operate a service.

Best time of day for the Inverbervie
town service
Morning

Afternoon

19%

Evening
42%

39%

From the response to Question three we can see that morning and afternoon services were the
most popular of choices with respondents.

3.4.5 Question 4. How often might you use the service?
This question also sought additional information to determine the frequency of a service.

How often would you use the service
Daily

Weekly

Fortnightly

20%

25%

Monthly

N/A

18%

34%

3%

A clear majority felt they might use a weekly service if it was available. It perhaps poses a
follow up question, which was not asked by the survey, of what use residents would make of
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the service. The second highest response was for a monthly service which put together with
the top answer indicates potential users see the service as something they would only need
occasionally rather than a daily service. However, what was not identified by the survey was
which day of the week would be most suited to operating a service on which leaves any pilot
service further work in identifying the best available day to operate on.

3.4.6 Question 5. Do you think a link between Laurencekirk and the coast would be useful?
Questions 5-8 were chosen again to support the earlier 2010 RPA survey which asked
respondents for their thoughts on a cross country link between Laurencekirk and the coast.

Do you think a Laurencekirk to the
coast service would be useful?
11%
1%

Yes

10%

No
Don't know
78%

N/A

In the 2010 Survey a very high response rate in favour of this service was recorded and this
repeat question was selected in order to qualify that response.
An overwhelming response in favour of this service was given by respondents supported by a
90% response rate to the question. The very low 1% of respondents answering No to the
question further supported the view that this service was a very popular choice to develop.
This overwhelming response almost matched that of the 2010 survey which recorded an 80%
response in favour.
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3.4.7 Question 6. Where should the service go?
This follow up, multi-choice, question sought opinion on where the route of any new service
should go.

Where should the service go?
B9120 St Cyrus to Laurencekirk

26%

Catterline & Kinneff

39%

Marykirk

38%

Benholm
Arbuthnott
Johnshaven
St Cyrus
Inverbervie & Gourdon

53%
59%
63%
65%
84%

There are 3 potential routes a new service could operate on. The first would be a straight
forward return service between Inverbervie and Laurencekirk via Arbuthnott the second would
be one which utilised the route in one direction and perhaps returned across the Garvock via
the B9120.
The third option involves serving all the RPA coastal communities and linking them to
Laurencekirk via a circular route. The high level of responses from the three main coastal
communities supported by a strong response from the inclusion of Marykirk indicated this
could be a potential route to pilot should any service be made available.
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3.4.8. Question 7. If yes what time of day would you most likely use the service?
This supplementary question sought additional information on when a service might operate.
The question asked respondents for multiple answers and the results therefore reflect
respondent’s opinions on each time period of the day.

Time of day service would be most
useful
100%

Morning, 84%

80%

Afternoon,
77%

60%
Evening, 36%

40%
20%
0%
Morning

Afternoon

Evening

The results from these answers indicate morning and afternoons are again the most popular
choice for this service.
3.4.9. Question 8. How often might you use the service?
This supplementary question seeks additional guidance on how often a service should operate.

How often would you anticipate using the
service?
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

41%
29%

13%

11%
6%

Weekly

Daily

Monthly

Fortnightly

N/A
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Excluding those who felt there answers were not applicable a weekly service is the most
popular choice for service.

3.4.10. Question 9. Should the service operate as a scheduled service or demand responsive?
This question sought to ascertain the best type of service for community transport to operate
any new services developed in the RPA.

Should community transport operate as a
scheduled service or demand responsive?
Abstained
Don't know

24%
16%

Demand responsive

29.50%

Scheduled

29.50%

With an equal amount of votes cast for both service options it is difficult to assess which service
would best benefit users. Notable is the large abstaining from voting figure which together
with don’t knows implies some indecision on the part of most respondents.
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Section Two: Car Owners Questions.
3.4 11. Question10. How do you use your car?
45

How do you use your car?

40
35
30
25
20
15
10

5
0

The first three columns above relate to commuting to work and the scale shows numbers of
responders (48) indicating their usage of the car.
Other uses included business use, voluntary work and use of car when accessing public
transport does not fit in with shift work.
It is perhaps not surprising that in a rural area one of the two top uses for cars is to go
shopping, reflecting perhaps the lack of choice and value for money that rural shopping
experiences are able to offer against urban shopping where supermarket competition keeps
prices low and choice far greater.
The highest use of the vehicle is reserved for social use, though this may be influenced by the
surveys main respondents being over 40 and having more disposable income available, it does
seem to imply that whilst many rural residents enjoy living in a rural location they need a
vehicle to access social activities outside their residential area.
Increasing fuel and maintenance costs involved with running a car are likely to continue rising
as global fuel demands increase and reserves decline. This will have a growing effect on car use
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generally but in the rural community it will have the greatest impact and the two key uses of
independent transport, demonstrated by this survey, will undoubtedly be effected.

3.4.12. Question 11. Annual Mileage

Annual Mileage of Respondant Car
Drivers
40%
30%
20%
10%

0%
<5,000

5-10,000

10-15,000

15-20,000

more than
20,000

Whilst the majority of respondents seem to fit within the national average of motorists annual
mileage it is interesting to note that 47% are below the 10,000 mile mark which means almost
half of them could potentially benefit fiscally from giving up their cars in favour of joining a car
pool1

1

Motorists with an annual mileage of 8,000 miles or less are considered to be those who would benefit most from
being part of a shared car ownership scheme. (Carplus)
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3.4.13 Question 21. How many Cars in Your Household?
This question aimed to ascertain the numbers of cars respondents households utilised.

Cars per Household
No Car

one

Two

Three

Four

3%
9%

21%

25%
42%

The survey shows the majority of households are single car owners, though 2 car households
are notable with a quarter of households responding so. Houses with no cars amount to 21%
which fits with national statistics for car ownership in Aberdeenshire at 82% 2 compared to a
national average of 67%.

3.4.14 Question 12 Would you be interested in volunteering as a community mini bus/car
driver (training provided)?
There were 4 Yes responses and 31 No responses to this question.

2

National Census 2001
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3.4.15 Question 13. Car Sharing

Would you be interested in car sharing as
a driver or passenger?
Driver

Passenger

Driver or Passenger

Not at all

5%
28%
54%
13%

This question also posed a secondary query to those who answered “not at all.” The table
below contains the reasons given by 47% of respondents who answered the supplementary
question (62% responded no to the first part of the question).

“Don’t make regular predictable journeys” (x 6answers)
“Concerns about car insurance”
“Need to be flexible and head in different directions”
“Unusual work times”
“It would probably be abused”
“I don’t need it”
“I am retired”
“Would need to check the mobility of the passenger”
“Don’t know any drivers”
“Do not have specific times nor destinations. Prefer to do my own thing which does not
warrant sharing. Anyway all of the neighbours have their own transport and families with cars”
“my car usage is irregular, purely for shopping and visiting friends and family, so it would not be
appropriate”
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From the comments, in particular the 37.5% of comments all of whom said they don’t make
regular predictable journeys, there is the surmise that car sharing requires predictable journeys
to participate in the practice. Perhaps this impression is a result of the many car sharing
schemes available on line that ask you to log your regular journeys in order to match you up
with potential passengers/drivers undertaking the same journey. There is perhaps scope for
more localised car sharing schemes to be created, where you can be a member of a local car
share club and could receive texts/emails from non predictable members regarding journeys
they wish to make or are making. This may tie in with localised car pooling schemes where
members are more likely to be known to each other.
Another concern raised by one of the comments is that of insurance cover. Some volunteers
with their own cars take people shopping, or on health visits, have discovered that their insurer
will not include this use of the vehicle under their policy, despite there being no reward
element to the journey other than the standard mileage rate of 45p per mile tax rate.
There seems to be no hard and fast rules to how insurers are addressing this issue, some such
as Saga Insurance have no problem with drivers using their vehicle to car share whilst others
such as the Cooperative Insurance do penalise motorists for it.
It is perhaps an area that community transport associations and car share organisations need to
collectively lobby the insurance industry to adopt a more considered response to an area of
motoring which is being morally responsible, reducing car congestion and accidents by
encouraging fewer vehicles on the road.
One of the answers is a very honest one and does hint at an underlying reason why car sharing
is not more popular. This relates to many motorists seeing their car as an extension of their
privacy, similar to their homes, and a subsequent desire not to have their private space invaded
by the presence of strangers or individuals that are not socially known to the driver. A similar
position can be observed from would be passengers who may also shy away from accepting lifts
from people who are not directly known to them.
There may be many psychological reasons behind this privacy need, some of which
undoubtedly relate to personal safety of the individual offering or partaking of a lift with
someone not well known to them. Whilst many web based car sharing schemes give practical
advice on this aspect of car sharing it is clearly a hurdle for progressing car sharing schemes.
There is perhaps a need for car sharing to receive more government support with a national
initiative put in place to encourage participation whilst providing would be participants with a
reassurance about the driver/passenger they are undertaking journeys with. This might take
the form of a national car share membership where applicants register to join and are
automatically given a criminal record check. Drivers participating as members could be given
19

incentives such as car tax reductions and an increased mileage tax allowance to claim for
journeys where they have carried registered members.

3.4.16. Question 14 Awareness of the Aberdeenshire Council Car Share Scheme
www.aberdeenshireliftshare.com

Are you aware of the Aberdeenshire
Council car sharing website?
75%

25%

Yes

No

The results highlight poor awareness of the Aberdeenshire Council scheme which is website
based. Increased promotion of the sites existence needs undertaking if greater use is to be
made of it. During the write up period of this study it was noted that there is currently
advertising of the Aberdeenshire car sharing scheme on STV community adverts at 9pm peak
time viewing. This is to be welcomed and it will be interesting to see if it improves awareness
and uptake in car sharing schemes in Aberdeenshire.
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3.4.17. Question15. Would you be interested in finding out more about a car club?
This question aimed to discover if there was any interest in learning more about car clubs.

Are you interested in finding out more
about a car club?
Don't know
18%

Yes
33%

No
49%

Whilst a large section of the respondents gave a negative response to finding out more about
car clubs a good third of people gave an encouraging response. In addition there were 18% of
people unsure which could mean even more people would like to find out more information.
The potential for kick start funding, from Transport Scotland, to launch a trial project in the area
would therefore provide a good practical example of a working project in the area and this may
lead to a greater awareness and uptake of the idea.
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3.4.18. Question16. Do you think a wheels 2 work project would be beneficial in this area?
This question sought views on developing a “Wheels 2 Work” Scheme to support individuals
who are isolated and in need of help to get mobile in order to access work or further education.

Do you think a Wheels 2 Work project
is beneficial in this area?
Yes

No

Don't know

29%
60%

11%

There was quite a strong positive response to this project proposal from a wide cross section of
the respondents.
Section Four : About You.
3.4.19. Question 17. Where in the Mearns do you reside?

Geographical spread of
respondents

Crawton
Benholm
B9120 corridor
Kinneff
Catterline
Garvock
Arbuthnott
Marykirk
Fordoun
Gourdon
Laurencekirk
St Cyrus
Johnshaven
Inverbervie

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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As maybe expected the main response to the survey came from the 3 coastal communities
within the RPA where most of the consultation work took place. Laurencekirk produced most
responses from the inland Mearns area which is where the survey forms were mainly available.
3.4.20. Question18. Do you consider yourself to have a disability?

Do you consider yourself to have a
disability?
No

Yes

21%
79%

This question sought the views of respondents on their disability status.

3.4.21. Question19. About your employment status.
This question sought information about respondent’s employment status.

Respondents Employment
Other-Disabled
Other-Housewife
Other-Housewife
Self Employed
Volunteer Worker
Unemployed
FT Worker
PT Worker
Retired

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Clearly notable is the high number of retired persons completing surveys. This may be due to a
variety of factors including the availability of time retirees have to visit Libraries and other
locations where surveys were made available.
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3.4.22. Question20. Your Age Range.
This question sought to ascertain the age ranges of respondents to the survey.

Age range of respondents
<18

18-24%
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
Over 70
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

The vast majority of respondents to the survey were in the 30- 70+ age range. As a result of
this many of the survey outcomes may be biased away from the needs of those in the under
30’s age. Attempts were made during the consultation period to directly contact youth groups
via the Mearns Youth Forum, though the timing of the consultation work over the key summer
months meant constraints of people being on summer holidays reduced opportunities for
direct contact.
Beyond that it appears that the under 30’s age groups exhibit a general apathy towards
engagement with surveys, whilst some older age groups may take an active interest in
community matters and utilise the publicised opportunities to engage in community
consultations it appears not to appeal to the majority of younger community members.
That does not mean that younger people do not have opinions on the subject, indeed the
Mearns Youth Forum have undertaken their own work recently on a variety of issues that
concern the Mearns younger resident population, reference to this work is made later in this
report.
What it does possibly elude to is that research into younger generations opinions need to be
carried out using a wider range of methods that public consultations such as this and many
other similar works utilise. More use of social networking sites needs to be considered and
research methodology relating to data collection may need to be re thought in order for it to
consider less conventional methods of collecting data.
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4. Comparisons between the MAP Community Transport Survey
2011 and the 2010 “Making the Most of the Coast” (transport
section) survey.
Question
Do you think a town service for
Inverbervie & Gourdon would be helpful?
Do you think a route linking the coast to
Laurencekirk would be useful?
Do you think a demand responsive bus
service would be helpful
How helpful would a community car
sharing scheme be?
Would you like to find out more about
car pooling?

2010 survey
48.1%

2011 survey
45%

81.4%

78%

70.4%

29.5%

57.4%

N/A

N/A

33%

From the comparison we can see that there is significant support from both years’ surveys to
the same question posed. In particular, the very high response for the Laurencekirk to the coast
link route indicates this route as being an essential one to consider developing.
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5. Survey of General Practitioners in the RPA
5.1 Introduction
A short questionnaire-appendix 2- was circulated to GP’s in the RPA through the Area Health
Officer. This followed a consultation with the Area Officer, Fiona Murray, which concluded that
whilst there was anecdotal information to suggest patients in the area were known to suffer
transport difficulties there was little physical evidence to support this.
5.2 The Results.
Four GP’s in the RPA fed back information via the short questionnaire.
5.3 Question 1 asked the Health Professional to confirm their status.
All four responses confirmed respondents as being General Practitioners.
5.4 Question 2. Are any of the following issues responsible for your patients who experience
travel difficulties?
Issue
GP 1
Lack of transport in the patients immediate Yes
locality

GP2
Yes

GP3
Yes

GP4
Yes

Lack of transport that meets the patients
needs
Lack of access to personal transport
Rural isolation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

With all four GP’s agreeing with these statements we can see that from a health professionals
point of view that there are known issues within the RPA area of patients being effected by
access to transport.
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5.5 Question 3. On a scale of 1-5 ( 5 being the highest & 1 the lowest) please grade the
following transport services in the RPA.
Service
Transport services for the elderly
Transport for the physically
disabled
Transport for those with learning
disadvantages
Transport for those suffering
other mental illnesses
Hospital transport
Transport for those suffering
social exclusion

GP1
2

GP2
4
4

GP3
5
4

3

GP4
1
3

Score
12
11

4

7

3

3

3

4

13

2
2

3
2

4

2
3

11
7

From this consultation we can see that there were mixed opinions from GP’s on transport
services for the elderly with two grading the service as good and two grading it poorly. Overall
scoring gave this a 60% rating indicating a slightly better than average service was currently
available for elderly residents in the area.
Transport for the physically disabled rated a 55% slightly better than average rating despite one
GP abstaining from indicating a rating for this service.
Transport for those with learning disadvantages produced the second lowest rating of 35%
though 2 GP’s abstained from rating the services which maybe because they were unaware of
what services existed, evident by one GP scoring with a ? rather than a number.
Transport for those suffering from mental illness gained the highest mark of 65% with all GP’s
marking this service type above average
Hospital transport produced mixed responses from GP’s with 2 scoring average or above
average and 2 scoring below average for services. Overall rating came in at 55% . Comments
about hospital transport were made by 2 GP’s in Question 4.
Transport for those suffering from social exclusion received the lowest rating of 35% with 1 GP
abstaining from scoring this selection.
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5.6 Question 4. If you are aware of any particular transport issues affecting patients in your
practice area that have not been covered by the above questions please use this space to
advise.
Two GP’s made the following comments:
Hospital appointments are often given for early mornings necessitating in patients leaving
around 7am.
Public transport links to Aberdeen are extremely poor
Hospital transport is officially restricted to those incapable of travelling by public transport.
Public transport to Stracathro and Aberdeen Hospitals is poor
Many people would favour hospital transport being available to all.
5.7 Discussion points arising from this survey of GP’s
From the survey it appears that GP’s in the RPA are concerned about patient transport issues
and have highlighted key problems for those suffering from social exclusion in particular.
Hospital transport would appear to be a concern with issues of poor public transport links to
hospital causing particular concern alongside hospital appointment times and patient transport
restrictions.
Shortly after these questionnaires were returned by G.P.’s mental health sufferers resident in
the RPA who attended self help group sessions with social workers in Laurencekirk had their
taxi transport budget axed by the Council Social work department as part of budget reductions.
Liaising with the social workers responsible for clients in the RPA it became apparent that not
only were the 6 Inverbervie based clients no longer able to get to their group meeting, as a
result of the cutbacks, but that several other clients (from Gourdon to St Cyrus and Marykirk)
had never been able to get to the self help group meetings due to lack of transport.
Clearly there are concerns from healthcare professionals in the RPA about patient transport
and the effects of poor transport availability in rural areas that may be effecting the health and
well being of some members of the community. This study has had insufficient time to
investigate in any depth and more work is required to develop a greater understanding of
patient transport issues and the effects of poor transport for those living in rural isolation in the
RPA.
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6. Group Survey
A short survey –appendix 3- was sent out to groups within the RPA area in order to ascertain
demand for group use of community transport.
These were identified with help of Community Planning and local newsletters.
Return rate of surveys was extremely poor though many of the groups listed in community
planning lists fall more under activities than actual groups and do not require communal
transport anywhere.
In all 7 groups responded to the survey off these 5 registered an interest in community
transport.

Group

St Cyrus WRI
Laurencekirk
Mental
Health
Group
Milltown
Community

Mill of
Benholm

Interested in
community
min bus hire?
Yes

Times
per
year
1-3

Access Number of Type of group
req.
passengers

Interest in
MIDAS

No

8-15

Yes x 1

Yes

1-3

Yes

8-15

Women’s
interest.
Social/welfare

Perhaps,
currently use
council mini
bus.
Yes

N/A

No

Up to 7

Residential
community

No

1-3

No

8-15

Social Enterprise

Yes x 1

No
Have a
MIDAS
driver.
SNH St Cyrus Yes
7-10
Yes
8-15
Environmental
Yes x 1
Contact details for the above groups supplied and recorded on the MAP/MCT data base.
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7. Review

of other relevant survey information

During the course of the development workers transport review several other recent local
surveys were noted and consulted. A brief outline of them follows:
7.1 Mearns Youth Consultation 2011.
As part of a comprehensive review of young people’s concerns on life in the Mearns this survey
covered a range of topics. Transport came up as an issue of concern for many survey
respondents. One question asked “if there was one thing you could change to improve the
quality of your life what would it be? The top response to this question was for better transport
(29%).
Other questions highlighted that over the past 3 years since the previous Youth Forum
Consultation opinion has remained unchanged in respect of whether there’s enough transport
in the Laurencekirk area with 65% of responders believing there is not and a similar 64%
indicating the same back in 2008.
One key question in this report looked at the frequency of use by young people of public
transport. The results of the data 3 can be seen in the following chart.

How often do you use public transport
once a week
A few times per year
Never
Every Day
A few times per week

A few times a month
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

It’s clear that public transport is important to young people as a means of transport both to
school and for social activities. This makes them a key user group of public transport yet it’s
3

Data taken from the Mearns Youth Consultation 2011.
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also clear from the consultation that improvements to the transport network are a high priority
for them.
Some comments taken from the consultation are included below and highlight some of their
concerns.
“Cheaper and more regular transport links to both the villages and bigger towns and
cities”.
“More bus routes from St Cyrus to the other side of the dual carriageway
(Auchenblae Laurencekirk etc)- without having to go through Montrose or
Stonehaven and a change of bus at least once in between.”
“Better transport to places, including late night busses and transport on Saturdays!
Direct busses from small villages e.g. Luthermuir to Montrose, or direct links
between local villages e.g. Fettercairn to Edzell or Edzell to Luthermuir or Edzell to
Laurencekirk. Aberdeenshire Council were going to put a Sat shopping service on
but the timing would allow for less than an hour’s shopping! They say we never
used the services; its because they were irregular, unreliable and badly timed!
They need to discuss, not just set silly new times...”
“Buses scheduled from Fettercairn to Laurencekirk for trains.”
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7.2 Johnshaven Community Council public transport survey
This recent survey4 drew 39 responses from Johnshaven residents with 24 (61%) being bus
users.
It highlighted key destinations from the village being:

Johnshaven bus users destinations
Arbroath
St Cyrus
Aberdeen
Inverbervie
Stonehaven

Montrose
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

It also highlighted key travel times from the village:

Johnshaven bus users travel times
after 9pm

6-9pm
3-6pm
12-3pm
9am-12 noon
before 9am
0%

4

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Johnshaven Community Council Public Transport Survey 2010
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It is interesting to note from this survey that there was considerable interest in travelling in the
afternoon period (2nd & 3rd top responses) just when buses are tied up with school contract
work. This point was also flagged up by 15% of respondents who noted this as a bad point of
service. The biggest complaint was a lack of coordination between bus companies over
timetables (41%).

7.3 Nigel Don MSP 2010 Mearns public transport survey.
Mr Don carried out a short consultation of his constituents in relation to transport in the area.
His key findings also raised issues of timetabling and the fact that completion rules prevent the
two companies from coordinating services better.
Other aspects included the rising cost of fuel to rural residents and park and ride schemes for
the South Aberdeenshire area heading to Aberdeen.
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8 Integrated transport in the RPA.
A key part of integrated transport in the RPA is for bus and rail services to interlink. Throughout
the public consultation period of this transport review it was a common comment from
members of the public that bus and rail timetables were not compatible.
As part of this transport review the development worker researched public transport
timetables in order to ascertain how well rail and bus services interlinked and where there
might be opportunities to develop more community transport as part of an integrated
transport network in the RPA.
8.1 Timetable analysis.
All relevant buses from Stagecoach and Nichols were put into 3 spreadsheets together with all
train services that centred on 3 key transport hubs that related to the RPA & Mearns area,
Stonehaven, Laurencekirk and Montrose. Copies of timetables in Appendix 5
8.2 Results
There are a reasonable number of trains currently operating that stop both North and South
bound at Stonehaven and Montrose stations especially during the peak morning commute time
between 0630 and 0900 and evening commute times 1730 to 1930. Laurencekirk has fewer
stopping trains, especially during the off peak daytime period and the evening peak time has
only two stopping trains unlike the three in the morning.
The following review looks at each of the three station hubs individually to assess the level of
bus and rail integration.
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8.3 Montrose Station
Montrose has become the key transport hub for residents and visitors accessing communities in
the RPA providing a rail link which is nearer to most of the RPA residents than Stonehaven has
better bus links and is easier to access than Laurencekirk. It is of particular interest to those
travelling south bound to Dundee Glasgow or Edinburgh or arriving from those areas and
seeking onward travel into the RPA communities.
MONDAY - SATURDAY
MONTROSE south
bound train
MONTROSE north
bound train
107 Mon-Fri arrivals
107 Mon-Fri departures
107 Sat
107 Sat departures
X7 Mon-Fri (high street
arrival)
X7 Mon-Fri (high street
departs)
X7 Sat Arrivals
X7 Sat Departures
113 Mon-Fri arrival
113 Mon-Fri departure
113 Sat Arrivals
113 Sat Departures

6.17 6.34

7.13

6.25 7.01
6.27

7.13

7.47
7.23

6.32
6.35

8.32

7.58

8.59

9.18

9.46

10.15

9.13

9.38

10.31
10.02
10.10
10.02
10.10

8.02
8.10

6.31

7.26

6.30

7.30
7.31
7.40

6.40

8.18

8.28

9.31
8.40

8.31

10.31
9.40

9.31
8.40

10.31
9.40
10.07
10.28

9.28
8.00

9.47
10.00

*non school days (terminates at high school on school days)
^Mon-Fri
~Sat only
+Mon-Thurs
#Fri only

Anyone travelling to Glasgow for a morning meeting would contemplate the 0617, however,
there are no bus connections with this service and indeed the key RPA service bus (107) arrives
at the station ten minutes after the train has left. Similarly, the first X7 of the day arrives in
Montrose High Street at 0631, some 14 minutes after the north bound train and arriving too
late for the 0634 south bound train. The 107 does arrive in time for the 0634 Edinburgh train
and gives other travellers a forty five minute wait for the following key morning rail service for
Dundee passengers on the 0713 Glasgow bound train.
Bus passengers from the RPA travelling to Dundee now have the option of an express bus to
Dundee. Its limited stops within the RPA area itself makes it more difficult for most to
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contemplate its use, particularly in Johnshaven and Gordon where potential passengers need to
walk up the hill out with the village to catch the X7 on the main road.
Operators, Stagecoach, do point out that Johnshaven and Gourdon residents do have the
option of catching the north bound 107 service which departs Johnshaven at 0650 to the top of
the road in time for the X7 passing at 0708. Gourdon residents could catch the same 107 at
0659 to connect with the X7 at the main road junction which passes at 0702 hours. Clearly if
the 107 is delayed in its journey at any point then this is unlikely to meet the X7 so it’s an option
unlikely to appeal to anyone with a definitive journey to undertake at that time of day.
MONDAY - SATURDAY
MONTROSE south bound
train
MONTROSE north bound
train
107 Mon-Fri arrivals
107 Mon-Fri departures
107 Sat
107 Sat departures
X7 Mon-Fri (high street
arrival)
X7 Mon-Fri (high street
departs)
X7 Sat Arrivals
X7 Sat Departures
113 Mon-Fri arrival
113 Mon-Fri departure
113 Sat Arrivals
113 Sat Departures

10.32 11.14
11.04^
11.02
11.10
11.02

11.46

12.17

11.07~ 11.34

12.17
12.02

12.10

12.32

13.20

13.44

13.33
13.02

14.07
14.02
14.10*

13.10
13.02

12.10
11.31

14.10
12.31

10.40

11.40
11.31

13.31
12.40

12.31

10.40

11.40
11.12
11.28

12.40
12.12
12.23
12.17
12.20

13.40
13.31
13.40
13.12
13.28

14.31

14.31
14.12
14.15
14.17
14.20

On Saturdays the chances of getting a bus/rail connection anywhere is virtually nonexistent as
the first 107 arrival at 0632 leaves little time to catch the 0634 southbound train to Edinburgh.
This predicament for travellers seems to be caused by the service departing Stonehaven 5
minutes later than on a weekday.
Anyone arriving at Montrose, on any of the numerous trains, looking to travel into the RPA has
limited options after alighting at the station. There are no 107 services before 10.10 on a
Monday to Friday basis and no Nicoll 113 service before 9.28.
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There are numerous new X7’s operating from the high street but all are destined to depart
within minutes of the scheduled train arrival times leaving only the most Olympian of
passengers the chance of linking up with the service.
On a Saturday both Stagecoach and Nichol buses have a 107 and 113 service scheduled for
0800 and 0810, respectively, in time for the North and South bound trains arriving just before
0800. Clearly both companies feel there is a public demand for this service at this time, yet
during the week when they are both engaged with school contract work this service time is not
feasible.
After 10.00 an increase in buses create a good level of service between the two bus companies.
An hourly from the 107 service (2 hourly on Saturday) with a 113 service operating around 2025 minutes after the 107 up until 1415 when both companies operate a departure from
Montrose within 5 minutes of each other (107 at 14.10 & 113 at 1415).
MONTROSE south bound
train
MONTROSE north bound
train

14.17

15.12

14.32

107 Mon-Fri arrivals

15.30

16.11

15.39

16.21

16.33

15.02*

107 Sat departures
X7 Mon-Fri (high street
arrival)
X7 Mon-Fri (high street
departs)

14.40

X7 Sat Arrivals
X7 Sat Departures

14.40

113 Mon-Fri arrival

15.12

17.09

17.33

18.16

17.10

18.10

17.02

18.02

16.10

17.10

18.10

16.31

17.36

18.36

15.40
15.31

18.17

18.02

15.02

15.31

17.49

17.02

107 Mon-Fri departures
107 Sat arrivals

17.15

16.40
16.31

15.40

17.40
17.31

16.40

18.31
17.40

113 Mon-Fri departure
113 Sat Arrivals

16.12

113 Sat Departures

As often reported by residents in Johnshaven & Gourdon it has been a common occurrence for
both these services to follow each other around. Recent changes to timetabling by stagecoach
have reduced this somewhat but as we can see here there are still timetable issues neither
company seems willing to address in order to spread the service coverage out. It is difficult for
timetabling issues to be addressed once services have been registered and put into effect. The
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best way of addressing them is to ensure applications submitted, to Local Authority PTU’s and
the Traffic Commissioners, for route registration are more rigorously reviewed prior to granting
approval and that timetable overlaps are identified and dealt with at that stage.
The mid –afternoon period is marked by a noticeable absence of bus coverage from 1415
onwards with both bus companies abandoning public service in favour of school contracts.
There are 8 trains arriving at Montrose during this period and none of them have a bus
connection at the station for onward travel to the RPA. Rail passengers do have the option of
walking up to the High Street for the hourly X7 service.
An exception is on a Saturday when a loan 107 graces the timetable at 1610, which would be
fine except it departs the station 1 minute before the South bound train arrives and 11 minutes
before the north bound train.
The 107 then delivers an hourly service again both at 1710 and 1810 with both services
departing shortly before the scheduled arrival of North and South bound trains. Nichols 113
service ceases to operate after 14.15 so the 107 service is the sole provider of transport from
Montrose into the RPA from the station, supported by the high street X7 service.
After the 1810 service bus a sparse service becomes apparent with only a 107 at 2010 and again
at 2145 providing a link from the rail station to the RPA. X7’s on the High Street maintain their
one hour service.
MONDAY - SATURDAY
MONTROSE south bound
train
MONTROSE north bound
train
107 Mon-Fri arrivals
107 Mon-Fri departures
107 Sat
107 Sat departures
X7 Mon-Fri (high street
arrival)
X7 Mon-Fri (high street
departs)
X7 Sat Arrivals
X7 Sat Departures

18.56 19.10

19.51

19.22

19.48

20.24
20.04
20.02
20.10
20.02
20.10

19.31
18.45 19.40
19.31
18.40 19.40

20.26~

20.43

21.20

21.44

20.29^ 20.40

21.12

21.31
21.41
21.45
21.41
21.45

20.31
20.40
20.13
20.40
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A late evening service is provided by a single 107 bus at 22.45 and no X7 service after 20.40.
Anyone arriving on the late trains (4) has no connecting buses.
MONDAY - SATURDAY
MONTROSE south bound train
MONTROSE north bound train
107 Mon-Fri arrivals
107 Mon-Fri departures
107 Sat
107 Sat departures

21.56~

22.10^
22.25^

22.39
22.41
22.45
22.41
22.45

23.13+
23.24

0.05#
23.41

The entire Sunday bus service from Montrose into the RPA is carried out by Stagecoach buses.
A two hourly service operates by both the 107 and the X7 providing an hourly service between
the two services. A compilation of these services is in appendix 5.
8.4 Stonehaven
Stonehaven as a rail/ bus hub has been dealt a blow with the stagecoach restructuring of
services meaning no buses now route past the station. Passengers alighting there need to walk
down to Barclay Street in the town (15 minute walk) in order to locate a bus. The exception
being the 103 Nichol service which offers 1 bus a day Monday to Friday and 2 on a Saturday
heading to Laurencekirk. A compilation of buses and trains from Stonehaven is included in
appendix 5.
8.5 Laurencekirk
There are no bus rail links into the RPA from Laurencekirk with the only service bus undertaking
the route on a Friday departing Laurencekirk at 0923 and returning from Stonehaven via
Arbuthnot at 1305. A compilation of buses and train times appropriate to Laurencekirk can be
found in appendix 5.
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9 Community Transport Sector Review
9.1 A review of the current Community Transport in the Mearns area.
Provider
MCT

Vehicle resources
1xAcess enabled Minibus
16 seater

MHLN

None

Laurencekirk
Health Centre
WRVS

None
None

Aberdeenshire
3 adapted vehicles
Council 65 Special
(See appendix 8 for
details of services
in RPA & Mearns).
Aberdeenshire
1 non access 12 seater
Council Minibus
minibus based in
Inverbervie

Human resources
Part time Coordinator
MIDAS Trainer.
Maintenance person
Volunteer MIDAS
trained drivers
1 Part time
coordinator
1 Part time
administrator
15 Volunteer drivers
Practice Staff
Volunteer drivers
Area coordinator
2x Volunteer drivers
based Stonehaven
PTU Managed
Paid drivers

Type of CT provision
Community Group
hire minibus.

PTU managed
Paid Drivers

Currently only
providing a service for
the social work
department but
technically available
for hire to any
community group.
Providing patient
transport service in
the South
Aberdeenshire area.
Currently bidding for
govt contracts to
enable the Red Cross
to play a greater role.
Patient transport

Red Cross

10 PTV’s
2 driver owned vehicles

17 staff
2 volunteers

NHS

N/A

N/A

Home shopping
service
Volunteer driver
scheme.
Patient transport
Looking to increase
volunteer drivers in
the Mearns area.
Offering a range of CT
trips under section 19
permit.
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9.2 Overview of Community Transport in Scotland






Combined turnover of £10m with only £3m provided by grants
Over 2,500 people involved in voluntary work giving 280,000 volunteer hours worth
£1.65m at the minimum pay rate.
400 staff posts
3.5m journeys per year in Scotland.
Community “not for profit” transport offers better value for the public purse as profits
are all reinvested into services.

9.3 Community Transport Permits
There are 3 types of permits that Community Transport organisations may apply for.






Bus Operator Licenses – these are normally held by commercial operators but some
community transport operators have acquired them for certain aspects of their services
where they operate large coaches for fare paying passengers.
Section 22 Permits are normally applied for by community organisations that wish to
operate a fare paying community bus service. Such services are registered with the
traffic commissioners and are for nonprofit making organisations only. These permits
cover vehicles with 9 or more seats and are available for providing a service to the
general public.
Section 19 Permits are available to nonprofit making organisations only and are not
normally available for services which carry the general public. Permits are provided and
cover various classes of use in determining the type of passenger. Charges for
passengers can be applied the same as a section 22 permit .
Class A -Members of the body holding the permit;
Class B -Persons whom the body exists to benefit, and persons assisting them;
Class C -Disabled persons (as defined in the Disability Discrimination Act 1995) or
persons who are seriously ill and persons assisting them;
Class D -Pupils or students of any school, college, university or other educational
establishment and staff or other helpers accompanying them;
Class E -Persons living within a geographically defined local community, or group of
communities, whose public transport needs are not met other than by virtue
of services provided by the body holding the permit;
Class F -Any other classes of persons specified in the permit.

In Scotland there are currently 22 operators who have section 22 permits. 11 have Operator
Licenses. Most of the sector operates under Section 19 permits due largely to the sectors main
user groups falling into one of the above classes. Section 22 permits would only be applied for if
a group wanted to run a scheduled bus service. Section 22 permits are a little less flexible for
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groups who might only want to test the water with services as under them the Traffic
Commissioners require groups to operate timetable schedules and stick to them.
It is possible to utilize section 19 permits creatively to offer services that maybe pilot scheme.
For instance groups merely have to offer a free membership for of their organisation to anyone
wishing to use their bus scheme which would allow anyone to then travel as Class A passengers.
Class E & F are interesting and potentially useful in the context of offering services in rural
areas. A nonprofit group can register a route under Section 19 that serves specific
communities, though generally it will only be allowed to included villages rather than any towns
as part of the route.
Car sharing, or more specifically ride sharing schemes, are also deemed to need to operate now
under a section 19 permit and these are best operated under a Class A providing the service to
a membership.

9.4 The Scottish Rural Network Community Transport Visit 2011.
The development worker attended a Community Transport networking event held in Aviemore
and hosted by Scotland National Rural Network in association with Badenoch & Strathspey
Community Transport Company (BSCTC). The event was held over 2 days and a full report of
the visit can be found in Appendix 6. A summary of points raised are:









All CT operators are being affected by local authority cutbacks in CT budgets from 10% 40% .
The General opinion on funding for CT projects are that they must become more viable
and create additional diversity to survive as its unlikely the LA authority position will be
reversed in the short to medium term.
BSCTC have created a trading company to allow sale of merchandise and other services
which allows them to save profits and feed back into the charitable body to offset grant
losses.
Many of the CT operators report demand for services outstripping resources available to
deliver.
All are concerned that there is now to much emphasis on volunteers undertaking the
workload and that volunteers are in short supply as demands upon their time increase.
Many volunteers are put off from helping CT projects as drivers due to insurance
company restrictions. Some insurance companies increase their premiums if you are
using your car as part of a car share scheme or shopping service. SAGA appears to be
the best provider. Coop one of the worst!
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CT Mini bus hire charges vary considerably with some operators having a basic hire
charge topped up by a mileage charge and others just a mileage charge, some as low as
56p per mile. MCT was the second most expensive! (RSVP little red bus charges £10 per
hour + £1 per mile).
It was notable that most operators other than MCT, Connect Assynt and NWCBA ( the
only 3 operators who ran a one bus service) all had diverse services and ran car sharing
shopping schemes. These are similar to the MHLN shopper service. Additional diversity
included disability scooter schemes, 7 seater adapted vehicle hire. No one had direct
experience of wheels 2 work or car pooling though all had heard off them and may
consider them in the future.
It was very noticeable that many CT operators were involve in providing services to their
LA’s which in Aberdeenshire are carried out by the Councils public transport unit (an
example being Dial a bus). Given the Councils need to reduce overheads one future
possibility for MCT might be to ask the Council to allow it to run the Dial a Bus service in
the Mearns area.
BSCTC ran a very inspiring operation which had developed from being a CT provider to
being a community organisation that crossed many boundaries. It actively used
volunteer skills to set up social events which it then marketed to the local community
(normally the elderly sector) which it would then supply transport and an event all in
one package. E.g. a tea dance.
The BSCTC shopping scheme covered many small communities and had 130 volunteer
drivers supported by 10 volunteer booking operators who worked a rota to provide
phone line cover from 1030 am – 430pm each day. They used special web based
software that had been written for them and allowed real time bookings, allocation of
drivers and a host of other information to be handled on line. Most operators worked
from home, some of these were disabled, and all had been equipped with laptops and
telephony training. The system is unique to them but they might be willing to supply
copies to other CT’s on request.

 Marketing was considered very important to BSCTC who ensured they had a related
story about the company or one of its volunteers in the local paper every week.
Fundraising ideas by the volunteers were acted on wherever
9.5 Future of Community Transport
Recent budget cutbacks from local authorities to Community transport operators have had
a big impact on the sector. Many organisations have seen payments reduced by anything
from 10% budget reductions to 40% in one case.
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There has however, been a steady rise in newly registered bus routes across the U.K. by
community groups using section 22 permits over the past year. And it is this area where
well organised Third Sector groups could develop new income streams.
Budget cuts are likely to continue unabated across all sections of society as the current
economic downturn continues. Bus services, public and community run will be under
increasing scrutiny and those that are not viable to operate may be vulnerable. The
challenge will be to make services as cost effective as possible and this may be an area
where non profit making organisations can expand by operating services that commercial
operators find unviable.
In any business, diversification is often seen as a route to surviving lean times. Looking
around to see what community transport might compatibly diversify into often leads those
involved to think of other types of personal transport that might be “bolted” on to the
existing operation.
One interesting option, that maybe worth exploring, is to consider amalgamating home
delivery of parcels along with community transport operations. Several home delivery
companies often employ self employed contractors to deliver parcels for them. In rural
areas the cost of delivery can be high, but for a Community Transport company operating in
those areas it could be a simple and profitable arrangement to drop of parcels for logistic
companies who might find it a more cost effective way themselves of getting parcels to
rural isolated addresses.
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10 Recommendations arising from this review
There are six community transport projects which have been put forward to the RPA
management group as a range of pilot schemes to deliver over the 2011/12 period. These
projects all have relatively low financial requirements and are aimed at either fulfilling aims
arising from the “Making the Most of the Coast” Survey 2010 or the “2011 MAP Community
Transport consultation work.
A further 8 recommendations are also included below based on observations and findings from
the review period.
10.1 Recommendation 1: Inverbervie Town Service
This Service is being piloted by the Aberdeenshire Council 65 Special dial a bus service. It will
take place on a Wednesday and include a return service to the villages of Kinneff, Caterline and
Gourdon. It will be a free service during the trial period and monitored by the RPA transport
project worker. If successful there could be potential for MCT to offer a similar service on other
days of the week and/or takeover the route from the 65 Special. At this point a fare structure
would need to be put in place. Aberdeenshire Council may reimburse fares for concession card
holders, though this would need further discussion at the time. However offering this service
on an alternative day/s would strengthen the funding application for a new vehicle.
10.2 Recommendation 2: Catterline & Kinneff Service
During the planning of the Inverbervie & Gourdon Town Service an opportunistic secondary
service by the same bus resource became apparent. The 65 special travels to Inverbervie from
Stonehaven and returns there in the afternoon. On route it can divert in to the two villages
which are set back from the main road and have no public transport. 5 The service returns some
4 hours later offering residents in these communities the chance to visit Inverbervie or go on
via public transport to Montrose with plenty of time for the return journey. This additional
service carries no additional cost to the RPA budget.
10.3 Recommendation 3: Laurencekirk circular community bus route;
This service will pilot initially on a Thursday weekly and a Saturday monthly. The service would
be operated by MAP and Mearns Community Transport (MCT) in a partnership arrangement
with Aberdeenshire Council who will hire MCT a 12 seater (non accessible) mini bus for the
trials along with an optional Council driver for the main Thursday route. The trial will be funded
by the RPA.
5

There is one service, the 102 which operates on a Friday on route from Laurencekirk to Stonehaven in the
morning and returning in the afternoon. It calls at Catterline village on route.
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During consultation work, it became apparent that Aberdeenshire Council had a minibus based
in Inverbervie which was only used for a few hours daily to transport local Social work clients to
a day workshop at Arbuthnot. Following discussions with the PTU an agreement was reached
to utilise the mini bus for the Laurencekirk pilot service on a Thursday of each week for a 5 hour
period between its Social work commitments.
A once a month trial of a Saturday service to gauge potential interest and feedback from
communities. Operating a pilot on a Saturday will provide communities with a service at the
weekend allowing residents to get access to and from the coast for social visits.
A key aspect of this service is the need to comply with MCT’s section 19 permit. Normally this
requires operators to provide the service only to those residents who are unable to access
public transport through disability or rural isolation without access to public transport.
However Section 19 also allows the service to be used by members of the group operating the
vehicle. In the case of MCT it is proposed that MCT develop a “Travel Club” and that passenger
wishing to use the service would register with MCT as members allowing them access to the
service.
The pilot service will allow MCT to gauge the potential of maintaining and expanding this
service on other days through monitoring passenger levels and feedback.
10.3.3 Trial Constraints:
The cost of using the minibus and all associated running costs for the Thursday service have
been covered by the RPA budget. Some organisational issues need to be addressed:
i)

ii)

iii)

The service will offer members a demand responsive service and those
members wishing to travel on the bus will need to book ahead of the
Thursday run to ensure seats are available for them and arrange pick up.
Taking the bookings for this service, and the once a month pilot run, needs to
be addressed and a dedicated number chosen for this purpose. Staffing of
this number is also required and MCT staff has already agreed to alter their
working schedules to accommodate this role.
The Monthly trial service will require an MCT volunteer driver to undertake
the route. In the event a driver is not available on any given trial the RPA
development worker will undertake the route.
Monitoring of the demand service will be done by recording user numbers
each week. In the event of low service numbers the pilot maybe revised and
changed prior to the end of the 30 week trial and a scheduled service used to
replace it.
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10.3.4 Potential Service Development:
If the pilot service is successful it is hoped to attract further funding to secure a new vehicle,
with access, in order to expand the service to other days. This might also allow expansion of a
community bus service to other Mearns areas. There are several potential new routes to
explore.
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)
v)

A once a week service from the coast to Stracathro Hospital.
Services around the Mearns villages linking to Laurencekirk (providing they do
not conflict with any Nicholls routes).
MPV micro bus service- offering a more economical service in remote locations,
could interlink with local business home delivery services dropping off local
bakery, butchery hardware deliveries.
Direct commuter service picking up workers travelling to Stonehaven station
from Inverbervie for onward travel to Aberdeen by rail.
Tourism related bus services providing links around the areas key tourist sites
using an MPV or mini bus.

10.4 Recommendation 4: Car pool project.
This initiative would be funded by kick start funding from Transport Scotland via a national
charity called Carplus. The initial pilot would be aimed at getting a working model up and
running that would then encourage other residents in the area to consider the benefits of
joining a car pool scheme.
The pilot model would see a two car project, one of which would be marketed to commuters
travelling from the RPA to Stonehaven under a “Rideshare” scheme whilst the second vehicle
remained in the Mearns for local use. Rideshare commuters would either be working in the
town or be dropped at the station for onward travel to Aberdeen by rail link.
A key aspect of the project is to ensure the car is used as much as possible and the pilot would
seek to work with Aberdeenshire Council to make use of the car at one of its Stonehaven offices
as a staff pool car there. The Council is already experimenting with pool cars for staff in
Stonehaven and has 3 currently in operation. Early discussions with the Councils pool car
coordinator suggests there is interest in developing this project and incorporating use of the
pool car at Stonehaven providing it does not exceed the usage costs of their current cars and
usage is confined to local use rather than officers undertaking longer journeys that may prevent
them getting the car back in time for those commuters travelling back to the RPA at the end of
the working day.
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The current Aberdeenshire Council pool car scheme is limited to providing cars purely for staff
once they reach work. The introduction of pool cars that are used to transport multi members
of personnel to their workplace, thus reducing congestion and carbon emissions , as well as
providing staff transport at work is a different aspect and if successful could be emulated in a
range of business environments.
In the event the rideshare scheme does not take evolve the car club could focus on developing
a club membership in the RPA and Mearns area. As one of the vehicles will be a 7 seater it
offers opportunities to be utilised by groups and for community transport use.
An interesting aspect of the Car clubs development is that members of the car club will be able
to access car club cars in other parts of the UK. There are 64 locations at present and more and
more developing every year. This opens up great potential for more integrated methods of
travel with car club members being able to travel by bus or train to cities like Aberdeen,
Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow (or elsewhere in the UK) and utilise a car club car in these
locations as part of their membership.
The Car pool project will be established to operate as part of MCT who will administer the
project locally as part of a national car club franchise.

10.5 Recommendation 5: Wheels 2 Work
This project aims to provide people in rural isolation without access to public transport who
need a help to get access to further education or take up a job offer. The aim is to provide
suitable candidates with a 6 month loan of a moped to allow them to undertake their course or
get started at work and be able to save or access funds to allow them to get their own
transport.
Each client would be provided with a 50cc moped, sent on a CBT course and provided with
waterproof clothing, gloves and hi-viz vest. Clients would pay for their own fuel use and
contribute a small amount each week towards the upkeep of the machine. One option,
currently employed on a scheme in Fife, is to charge the user £20 per week and at the end of
the 6 month loan offer the client the chance to purchase the bike for a small additional sum and
then replace the bike stock with a new one using the funds the client has paid. This means the
bike stock is always kept in new condition and clients are not suddenly left without a transport
solution.
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The pilot project would involve 4 mopeds and would provide 8 people a year with a loan
arrangement. Following review of the scheme it may be expanded, possibly with electric
mopeds linked to a local wind farm sponsorship arrangement.
The RPA have agreed to fund the project yet some funding deficit exists at present and another
funding bid would be useful to provide support and expand this project. The RPA development
worker and team leaders will be investigating further funding for this with a view to increasing
the project size.
If the project was to continue beyond its trial period it could be operated by MCT who would
coordinate the administration and maintenance work associated with the projects long term
operation. Initially this will be undertaken by the MAP RPA Transportation project worker.

Admin Task

Workload

Maintain Vehicle
records
Organise
servicing of
mopeds
Maintain Client
records
Liaise with
agencies to
identify suitable
clients

Annual tax & Mot
arrangements
Identify servicing agent
locally.

Interview clients
by panel

Arrange and lead panel
interviews of clients to
assess suitability for
loans

Data base clients contact
details
Ongoing assessment of
referrals from social
work, colleges and job
centres, churches.

Approx Time
required
1 hr per unit per
year
1 hr per unit per
year

Notes

Contact service agent
and arrange service
work/MOT

0.5 hr per client
2 hours per unit
available every 6
months.
Identify a set period
when applications
are looked at twice a
year.
1 day every 6
months.

Probably going to be
more applications than
units available and each
application will need to
be assessed on needs
criteria.
Interviews will look at
needs together with
assessing the client’s
suitability for a moped
loan.
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10.6 Recommendation 6: Bicycle Workshop Project
This highly innovative project which will involve partnership working between MAP, Transition
Mearns (TRAM) and the Mill of Benholm offers great potential. The project revolves around
setting up a small workshop equipped with tools for bicycle repair work. The aim is to take
unwanted bicycles and run workshops for members of the public to come and build their own
bike from the many spare parts salvaged from the unwanted bicycles. Those building their bikes
will also learn how to maintain them. Other bikes built by the volunteers at the workshop will
be used for cycle loan scheme.
The RPA Transport Worker is actively pursuing the possibility of developing the project at
Benholm Mill which would have many benefits in doing so.









Site security with staff & volunteers at the Mill working there daily.
Community volunteer project.
Potential to integrate the trainees at the mill with the work of the project.
Potential for the Mill to market cycle loans for visitors coming to the area to borrow a
cycle and explore the many cycle routes, both on and off road, that surround the Mills
location.
Potential for increased traffic to the Mills tea room/facilities as a result of local cyclists
visiting the workshop and tourists responding to marketing surrounding the bike
initiative.
Provides a useful recycling solution for unwanted bicycles.

Funding from the RPA budget would help establish a suitable wooden workshop/or Straw bale
building with a small cycle storage compound adjacent to it. In addition, it would purchase
tools for volunteers and help market the launch of the project and an open day event. Secure
storage would also be required.
The need for this project has been established by:




A community conference held in March 2010 at Laurencekirk on a sustainable Mearns.
The event was attended by over 100 people where better and more sustainable
transport options were identified as a priority.
Similar projects run successfully in the Aberdeen and Dundee areas. There is clearly a
call for such projects within local communities.

The project will contribute towards outcomes related to improved health, improved
environment and increased community capacity in the Aberdeenshire Councils Single Outcome
Agreement.
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10.7 Recommendation 7: 2012 RPA Transport Project Worker
A Project Worker will be required to work on a part time basis to help establish key elements of
the RPA transport project during the 2012 period. The bulk of the Project Workers time will be
spent on developing 3 projects,




the wheels 2 work pilot scheme.
the Car pool trial
the cycling workshop project.

Initial assistance to MCT in establishing the Laurencekirk/coastal community bus route and
liaising with the public transport unit over the Inverbervie Town pilot service will be required.
Both these projects will need monitoring and evaluating over the first year to assess how
successful they have been. Time has also been allocated for reporting to the RPA group via
meetings and an end of year project report.

Proposed Contract Start date: Jan 2012 End Dec 2012.
Hours: 16 per week flexi time. Total 832 hours.
Project
Wheels 2 work
Car pool
Cycle Project
Community bus service
support
RPA reporting

Approx hours allowance per project
291.2 (35%)
291.2 (35%)
166.4 (20%)
41.6 (5%)
41.6 (5%)

Duties include:






To work with MCT to establish an operational Wheels 2 Work pilot project and explore
funding opportunities to expand the project if successful.
To work with MCT, Aberdeenshire Council and Carplus to develop an RPA car pool trial
project and get it operational.
To monitor and report back to the RPA group on the progress of the 2 pilot bus services.
To support development of the cycle workshop in the RPA
To produce an end of year project report summarising the status of each project.
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There is no allocation of budget in the 2013 period for Development Worker support to the
projects as its envisaged they will all be operational with their own structures in place. The RPA
group would need to review the projects position at the end of the 2012 period to decide if any
further development support was required.

10.8 Recomendation8: Increased public investment in the Community Transport sector
Community Transport in Scotland has a combined turnover of £10m with £3m of this provided
in grants from public agencies and the remainder in income from fares, hires and contracts.
There were 2,500 people involved in voluntary work to support Community Transport giving at
least 280,000 hours of time each year which is worth £1.65 million at the minimum pay rate.
The sector provides 3.5 million journeys per year in Scotland and the sector currently employs
over 400 people.
Whilst most Community Transport journeys are currently aimed at providing trips for the
elderly and disabled there is the potential for the sector to do much more. With publicly
subsidised private contractors pulling out of many less profitable routes there are opportunities
available for local authorities to help strengthen the Community Sector and allow it to provide
better access for rural communities.
Community transport can provide the same level of rural employment opportunities as
commercial bus operations with employment for drivers and administration staff together with
work for mechanics and maintenance workers. The difference is in the profits with commercial
companies profiting from Council subsidies which if were paid to community transport schemes
would be directed back into improving the services or enhancing rural communities in other
ways.
10.9 Recommendation 9: Explore the potential of transferring existing Community Transport
assets, operated by Aberdeenshire Council, into the Community Transport sector where they
can be operated with greater flexibility.
For a Local Authority operating a community transport service it is difficult for them to operate
under a Class A permit and to use this to offer some kind of community bus service. Mostly the
LA (as in the case of Aberdeenshire Council) will focus on Class C, D & E.
However for a Community Transport Operator, run by a third sector organisation there is the
potential to operate a “travel club,” where by passengers are members of the organization,
thus falling into a Class A on the permit. Traveling as a passenger on the vehicle is simply a case
of being a member and if membership is free then the process can be simplified to the
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individual joining by providing their name and address the first time they travel on the service.
This principle is forming the basis of the pilot service in recommendation 3 of this report.
Whilst passengers in rural locations could often fall into a Class E there can be some cases as in
the RPA whereby there is a cross over between those in Class E locations and areas which do
possess public transport routes. The Travel Club membership scheme negates any such issues
as passengers are always going to be members of organisation holding the permit.
It should be noted that this recommendation is for exploring the potential rather than
recommending its implementation. The current 65 special service is excellent and well run by
the Council staff operating it. However, in the interests of improving services to all sectors of
the community, rather than just disabled and elderly groups, all community transport resources
need to explore ways of achieving greater flexibility of service provision.
It is noted that Aberdeenshire Council are taking a pro-active approach in this respect.
Consideration of alternative methods of maintaining and developing existing services is therefore
required. Various unconventional passenger services currently operate in Aberdeenshire
including dial-a-ride, voluntary car schemes and community buses.
The Council, in partnership with local communities, will consider introducing further
unconventional public transport services. The use of community minibuses, taxis and private hire
vehicles to provide local community transport services, and support for such schemes, will be
investigated.
The Council has requested that the Scottish Government considers the relaxation of current
legislative constraints on maximising the use of local authority-owned vehicles in this context. It
will continue to explore other innovative means of providing passenger and combined passengergoods services in rural areas with support from the Rural Transport Fund.
Extracted from Aberdeenshire Council Web Site- Community Transport section.
If these services were to be considered for transferring to the third sector then some feasibility
work would need to be undertaken to see how it could be achieved without affecting the level
of service that currently exists. There are many issues which would need resolving, most
notably the management of bookings. Current passengers on 65 specials are managed by
Council staff adhering to the Section 19 permit as it applies to them. If all passengers on 65
specials were members of a local community transport organisation, instead of the current
Council membership arrangements, then services would be available to all members of those
community groups under Class A of the Section 19 permit. This would open up the services to
far wider audiences in rural locations.
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It may be prudent to experiment by carrying out a trial of some individual services operated by
the third sector and assess the success level prior to any complete transfer of assets.

10. 10 Recommendation 10: Consider transferring all social work transport contracts to the
Community Transport sector and free up the need for Council assets to be maintained and
operated.
During the review and the development of the Laurencekirk coastal community bus service (as
described in Recommendation 2) it was discovered that Aberdeenshire Council operated a
number of minibuses which provide services for social work contracts. One such service saw an
asset located in Inverbervie which was providing a Monday – Friday service for clients attending
a local workshop at Arbuthnot and the unit was used for an hour in the morning and again in
the afternoon to return the clients home. This sort of activity would be far better carried out by
a Community Transport operator whereby the social work transport was carried out using a
Community Transport asset which was also used for other purposes such as community bus
routes.
In the same location it was noted another case where Social Work were paying £100 for a taxi
to take several mental health clients from Inverbervie on a Thursday to a self help group
meeting in Laurencekirk and a return taxi 2 hours later. Clearly there are opportunities to
improve services and save money by better use of assets and improved coordination. Use of
taxis should always be a last option and social work transport needs should be discussed with
community transport operators (Council led or Third Sector operators) to ensure that assets are
not already available which could serve their needs.
There is clearly some cross over between this recommendation and the one above
(Recommendation 9). The Public Transport Unit (PTU) currently operates the 65 Special
services, inherited from Social Work, and the fleet of Council minibuses which are used for
social work contracts and for public group hires. Some feasibility work could be undertaken to
ascertain whether these services are best operated by PTU or the Third Sector.

10.11 Recommendation 11: Further research should take place into the effectiveness of
existing patient transportation for residents in the RPA in particular whether resources
currently used to provide for services are being best used and whether a coordinated
community transport system could offer a better alternative. The difficulty here is that there
are many third sector organisations already operating in this field and some like the Red Cross
have assets which are deployed to cover a far wider area than the RPA. There is also a great
deal of difficulty in getting the NHS patient transport service to debate patient transport issues
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with other groups and it may require intervention from Central Government to help resolve
patient transport issues rather than isolated localised attempts. This review has had
insufficient time to allow any in-depth work on the matter of patient transport beyond a basic
investigation of those in the RPA who are involved.
10.12 Recommendation 12: Further research needs to be undertaken into rural isolation issues
within the RPA to determine the level of any cases and the effects it may have on individual’s
lives including social and employment impacts. There are now clear indications arising from
this review that health professionals in the area are concerned about this subject and that cases
do exist. It is hoped the Wheels 2 Work project this review has recommended may in a small
way begin to alleviate some of the localised problems, however with the current economic
downturn cases of rural isolation are likely to increase and more work to determine numbers of
residents affected and their geographical spread might help plan specific services to aid them.
Recommendations 10.13 -10.15: The following 3 recommendations relate to public transport
in the review area. Insufficient time was available to look in depth at public transport beyond
compiling timetables from the two key bus operators in the area and comparing them against
train timetables at the 3 key stations in the area. Reviewing this information raises some issues
and the following recommendations are made on the basis that further work needs to be
undertaken to address these points. Any further work however should include sufficient time
to consult directly with the operators involved and seek their views and potential solutions.
10.13 Recommendation 13: Further work is required to ascertain future public transport
company’s aims and objectives in relation to provision of services both in the RPA and in the
central Mearns area. Do they see long term growth or decline in services and how best to
support them in the current economic climate.
10.14: Recommendation 14: Improve the coordination of timetabling. Operators can consult
“Notice of Proceedings” published by The Traffic Area Office every fortnight to find information
about other companies existing bus routes which would help them avoid timetabling their
buses when planning routes that already have services. However the most effective way of
ensuring that timetable duplication issues do not arise is for the Local Authority PTU and Traffic
Commissioners to identify such issues when operators submit their route applications to them
for approval. It is at this stage that permission is granted and therefore the onus should be on
the Commissioners and Local Authority PTU’s to ensure no timetable issues, such as
overlapping services by two operators, ever occur.
10.15 Recommendation 15: The issues surrounding school contract work needs to be closely
looked at the impacts this has on providing effective public transport services during the day. It
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is not desirable for public bus services to cease altogether during the morning and afternoon
whilst school contracts are undertaken.
Recommendation 16: Further ongoing consultation work is required, particularly with younger
people, low income groups and migrant agricultural workers. Avoid summer 6 consultation
work when many user groups are hard to reach. More direct survey methods, as opposed to
indirect methods, should be employed to ensure these population segments are able to have
their views included.
Recommendation 17: Encourage bus operators to accommodate cycles on board their buses or
in cycle racks on the rear of the bus. This would encourage a more integrated use between
cycling and bus transport.

6

Except for migrant workers many of whom will be engaged in summer work for local farms where they will be
residing and may have need of public transport to get around.
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11 Conclusions
Recommendations 1-6 of this review were put forward to the RPA management group in
August 2011 and were ratified by Council in September2011. The projects are all achievable
and meet a wide range of transport needs within the community, in particular those who have
issues that prevent them having access to their own transportation.
Developing some form of integrated network transport system for a rural area, such as the RPA
and Mearns areas, is never going to be an easy task and will probably never be a perfect reality.
There are too many variables for such an idealistic system to be put in place with cost and value
to the public purse at one end of the scale coupled with a relatively low number of beneficiaries
who live in the area that will benefit from such a service.
What this report highlights as being achievable is to look a fresh at what existing resources are
available and to ensure they are used to their maximum potential. Whether that be assets on
the ground or finance currently available, choosing where and when to deploy those resources
are of importance to ensuring we have a rural transport system that is fit for purpose, offers
best value for money and meets community need.
What we currently have is a mixed approach with little or no coordination between commercial
transport providers, supported by the public purse, and a fragmented under resourced
community transport network which operates independently of each other, and perhaps, in
competition as well in some respects of seeking funding and service provision.
There are several community groups offering volunteer drivers, using their own cars, to provide
patient transport services and all report difficulties in recruiting and maintaining drivers to their
schemes. Perhaps this is because in a small rural area with a relatively low population there is a
limit to how many owner drivers there are prepared to undertake such work. I am sure more
would undertake this type of work if not for inadequate mileage allowances and insurance
difficulties.
Some community groups appear to prefer to operate independently, partly as a need to be
independent when it comes to seeking funding to maintain their own operations. This attitude
leads to groups sometimes duplicating services and it is notable in the area covered by this
review that it occurs particularly in respect of those involved with patient transfers. Time
restrictions associated with this study have prevented exploring the issues in any depth and
patient transport, to hospitals or health centres is an area that future work might want to focus
on.
Rather than investing in developing a stronger community network, the current economic
situation has meant retraction of available funds from the local authority to support community
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transport services. It’s a common factor, noted at national community transport sector
meetings that groups involved in providing community transport are spending more and more
of their admin time trying to source funds and are never able to plan more than the 12 months
in front of them.
This is an area where much can be done and resources invested would bring good returns.
Developing a rural transport infrastructure which is built on customer service, community
involvement and where profit is reinvested back into the service provision can only benefit the
public purse. Clearly this needs some coordination but as a basis for a plan for future transport
provision there is much to be gained from a system where services are identified by the
community and delivered by them.
The public transport network appears to be stretched, short of resources, as evident by its
inability to provide the public with transport at the same time as operating school contracts.
However, there are glimmers of services improving. The X7 is one such service that is welcome
and already attracting praise from those able to use it. Fast express services do meet an
important need for getting rural based workers to key centres of employment and will help
reduce car traffic by providing a service that is more closely compatible with forms of
commuting transport. Time to destination is a key factor amongst car drivers without at least
matching car commuting times public transport is always going to be viewed as a poor option.
Poor coordination of commercial operator’s timetables has been a notable complaint amongst
the public in numerous surveys along with concern that timetables are produced for the
convenience of operators rather than that of the public. Time constraints of this study have not
allowed any in-depth work in this area other than to begin identifying some timetabling issues.
There is, of course, an important consideration that makes it imperative we begin to improve
our public and community transport network within the RPA and Mearns area. Climate change
and the need to address global warming is a very valid reason to improve public transport to
help reduce carbon emissions from cars.
This reason is perhaps eclipsed by ever increasing fuel prices brought about by declining fuel
stocks and increasing global demand which is set to continue rising. There are a number of
potential disturbing outcomes which could easily arise from these issues.
As individuals find their income squeezed, and motoring costs increase, a migration from the
rural areas to towns and cities may emerge as people look to reduce their outgoings by living
closer to shops and the social activities they currently enjoy travelling to.
Knock on effects resulting from such a population migration include less money in the rural
economy affecting local businesses which in turn creates increased unemployment and
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negative equity from declining property values as a market glut develops. All this can lead to
greater social issues such as increased rural isolation, poverty and homelessness.
To avoid this nightmare scenario measures need to be put in place that ensure the rural
environment maintains its appeal as a good lifestyle choice and that transport is improved and
meets the demands of residents. However those residents in rural communities also need to
recognise that a change of habits towards transportation needs to take place and that
communal transport options need to play a greater part in their own personal transport plans.
The pilot Car Pool Project that has been devised as part of this review, and is planned to begin
in 2012, is an interesting experiment to see whether we can change our attitude to car
ownership and reduce the number of vehicles on the road through car sharing and shared
vehicle use.
Finally, but most importantly, we also need to consider the existing needs of those less
fortunate in our rural communities who may already suffer from rural isolation, disability or
poverty and are unable to access conventional transport. Ensuring services are accessible,
affordable and available is a mantra worth developing in the transport sector as a whole.
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Glossary

MAP-Mearns Area Partnership
MCT- Mearns Community Transport
PTU- Public Transport Unit
RPA- Regeneration Priority Area
BSCTC- Badenoch & Strathspey Community Transport Company
CTAS- Community Transport Association Scotland
G.P. General Practitioner
MIDAS- Minibus Driver Assessment Scheme
CBT- Compulsory Basic Training
CVSA- Council for Voluntary Services Aberdeenshire
CT – Community Transport
TRAM- Transition Mearns
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Appendix One;

Community Transport

Mearns

Consultation

Area
Partnership

The Mearns Area Partnership (MAP) is carrying out a six month review of transport issues in
the coastal area of Inverbervie to St Cyrus as part of an identified Regeneration Area Priority
action plan. This consultation survey will feed in community input into the review which will
seek to make recommendations on how to improve transport links in the area through a
coordinated approach of existing service providers and potential new community operated
services if funding can be secured.

Section One: Your views on developing community transport
Section Two: Car owner’s questions
Section Three: Car sharing Schemes
Section Four: About you
Please return all completed forms to:
MAP community transport collection box,
Inverbervie Library (during opening hours)
Church Street,
Inverbervie,
DD10 0RU

Alternatively you can download a copy from
www.mearnspartnership.org.uk
And return it by email to:
mapcommunitytransport@gmail.com

Completed surveys can also be left at:
MAP Community Transport Project,
44 High Street,
Laurencekirk,
AB30 1AB
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Section One: Community Transport
Your views on developing community transport

Question 1. How would you describe your use of public/community transport?
Please tick the boxes of the answers that match your transport use in the first table. If you do not use public or
community transport please use the second table to indicate why.

I am a regular/occasional user of public or
community transport.

Public
Community 65
transport transport
Special

To get to work
To search for work
To attend college
To go shopping
To attend health appointments
To socialise
I have a disability which means I cannot drive myself.
Other (please specify)

I never use public transport or community transport

Tick any
boxes.

There is no service in my area.
Whilst there is a service it is inadequate for my regular travel needs.
It’s too costly
It is unreliable
It takes too long to get where I want to go
I don’t feel safe on public transport
I have special needs which are not well catered for on public transport.
I prefer to use my car for all journeys
Other (please specify)
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A recent Survey, “Making the Most of the Coast,” in 2010 identified a local
service in Inverbervie would be of benefit to the areas transport needs. In
addition the survey also identified a need for a link between the coast and
Laurencekirk. The following questions seek to confirm this opinion and discover
what routes would best be served by any new community run service.
Question 2. Do you think an Inverbervie & Gourdon town bus would be useful?
Tick box

Yes
No
Don’t know
N/A

Question 3. If yes what times of day would it most likely to be used by you?
Tick any boxes

Morning
Afternoon
Evening
N/A

Question 4. How often would you anticipate using this service?
Tick any boxes

Daily
Weekly
Fortnightly
Monthly
N/A

Question 5. Do you think a service linking Laurencekirk with the coast would be useful?
Tick box

Yes
No
Don’t know
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Question 6. If yes please indicate which areas it should cover.
Tick any boxes

Arbuthnott
Crawton, Catterline & Kinneff
Inverbervie & Gourdon
Benholm
Johnshaven
St Cyrus
Marykirk
B9120- St Cyrus to Laurencekirk

Question 7. What time of day would this service be most useful?
Tick any boxes

Morning
Afternoon
Evening

Question 8. How often would you anticipate using this service?
Tick any boxes

Daily
Weekly
Fortnightly
Monthly
N/A

Question 9. Do you think any new community operated service should run a schedule
service (like existing bus companies do) or operate as a demand responsive service (dial a
bus)?
Tick box

Scheduled service
Demand responsive
Don’t know
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Section Two: Car owner’s questions
If you do not have a car please go to Section 3 Car Sharing.
Question 10. How you do you use your car?

(tick any boxes appropriate to your usage)
Tick box

Daily commuting to Aberdeen or Dundee
Commuting to a station for a rail link. (specify station)
Local commuting to work
School run
Social use
Shopping
Other (please specify)

Question 11. What is your approximate car mileage per year?
Tick box

< 5,000 miles
5-10,000 miles
10-15,000 miles
15-20, 000 miles
Over 20,000miles

Question 12. Would you be interested in volunteering as a community mini bus/car driver
(training provided)?
Yes
No

Name....................................................................Tel/email...........................................................................
Your contact details will only be used to inform you of any volunteer driving posts as part
of a community transport project.
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Section Three: Car sharing Schemes
Car Sharing is about owner drivers agreeing to give a pre arranged lift to a passenger
wishing to undertake the same or part journey. The passenger agrees to pay the driver an
agreed amount towards running costs per journey. Both driver and passenger/s reduce their
travel costs and help reduce congestion and carbon emissions.

Question 13. Would you be interested in car sharing as an owner driver or as a passenger?
Tick a box

Owner driver
Passenger
Not at all (please briefly explain why car sharing is not for you)

Question 14. Are you aware of the Aberdeenshire Council car sharing website
www.aberdeenshireliftshare.com ?
Tick a box

Yes
No

Car clubs provide members with a car as and when they need it rather than the individual
needing to own a car themselves. Members pay a mileage rate based on their own usage of
the vehicle. Substantial financial savings can be made by car club users over conventional car
ownership and an environmental benefit is gained by reducing non essential journeys.

Question15. Would you be interested in finding out more about a car club in Mearns?
Tick box

Yes*
No
Don’t know
Name: ............................................................................. Tel/email:.............................................................
*We hope to organise an information event in the near future. Please leave your contact details so we can let
you know when and where it will be. Your details will not be passed on to any third parties.
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Wheels 2 Work is a scheme to provide a short term loan of an electric scooter for young
people living in remote areas that need help to go to college or have been offered a job but
have no access to transport. Each Scooter loan is by an application process to a local steering
group which ensures loans are for a specified time period (usually 6-9 months) and that the
user is in genuine need of the transport alternative. The electric scooters have a range of
100miles before recharge making them suitable for commuting in and around the Mearns
area.

Question 16. Do you think a “Wheels to Work” scheme would be beneficial in this area?
Tick box

Yes
No
Don’t know

Section Four: About You
These questions are aimed at gathering information about the geographical spread of
respondents, their age range and employment status.

Question 17. Where in Mearns do you reside?
Tick box

Laurencekirk
B967Arbuthnot
Kinneff
Benholm
B9120

Marykirk
Crawton
Inverbervie
Johnshaven

Fordoun
Catterline
Gourdon
St Cyrus

Question 18. Do you consider yourself to have a disability?
Tick box

Yes
No
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Question 19. About your employment status?
Tick box

Unemployed
Student
Full time worker
Part time worker
Retired
Volunteer worker
Other (please specify)

Question 20. What is your age?
Tick box

<18
41-50

18-24
51-60

25-30
61-70

31-40
Over 70

Question 21. How many cars does your household have?
Tick box

None

One

Two

Three

Other –specify No.

Thank you for taking part in this consultation survey
If you have any other comment you would like to make about improving transport in the Mearns coastal
area please use the box below to add a comment. If you require a response to any of your comments
please give your contact details.

Mearns Area Partnership, 44 High Street, Laurencekirk, AB30 1AB
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Appendix two:

Mearns

GP Survey- Patient transport Survey

Area

The Mearns Area Partnership (MAP) is conducting a review
of transportation within the Regeneration Priority Area
Partnership
(RPA) which covers the coastal area from Catterline to St
Cyrus. The review also extends across the Mearns to
include Laurencekirk. As part of this review we would like to hear from all Health Practitioners
in the area with regard to any rural transport issues they may be aware of that affect their
patients. Please return all questionnaires to mapcommunitytransport@googlemail.com
1.

Please indicate what type of health practitioner you are. (e.g. G.P., Midwife, Therapist, etc)

...........................................................................................................................................................
2. Are any of the following issues responsible for your patients who experience travel
difficulties?
Please tick any options that are appropriate.

Lack of transport in the patients immediate locality
Lack of transport that meets the patients needs
Lack of access to personal transport
Rural isolation

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

3. On a scale of 1-5 ( 5 being the highest & 1 the lowest) please grade the following transport
services in the RPA.
Transport services for the elderly
[ ]
Transport for the physically disabled
[ ]
Transport for those with learning disadvantages
[ ]
Transport for those suffering other mental illnesses
[ ]
Hospital transport
[ ]
Transport for those suffering social exclusion
[ ]
4. If you are aware of any particular transport issues affecting patients in your practice area that
have not been covered by the above questions please use this space to advise.

Continue overleaf if needed.
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Appendix three:

Mearns
Area
Partnership

Question 1. About your Group

Mearns Community Groups
Transport Survey
2011
Return your completed survey by email to:
mapcommunitytransport@gmail.com
Or put in survey collection boxes at either
Inverbervie Library or at the MAP office in
Laurencekirk.

Name of Organisation......................................................................................................................
Contact...................................................................................Tel.....................................................
Email:........................................................Organisation’s location...................................................

Question 2. Does your organisation use community transport at present and if so who is
your provider?
Own vehicle
MCT
Council mini-bus
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Other (please specify)

Question 3. Are you interested in using a community mini-bus to support your
organisation’s activities?
Tick box

Yes
No
Don’t know

Question 4. If yes, how regular does your organisation need transport?
Tick box

1-3 times per year
4-6 times per year
7-10 times per year
Very regular (please specify)
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Not Applicable

Question 5. Does your organisation need transport with wheelchair access?
Tick box

Yes
No
Don’t know

Question 6. How many people and what resources do you need transport for?
Tick boxes

1-4
Up to 7
8-15

Wheelchair spaces
Trailer capacity
Other (specify)

Question 6. What type of organisation are you?
Tick box

Social/welfare
Community Council
Women’s Group
Other (please specify)

Environmental
Education
Sports club

Youth
Religious
Tourism

Question 7. Would you, or any of your organisation members, be interested in volunteering
as a community mini bus/car driver ?
Yes
No
Name

Please list any members who might be interested in the contacts box below.

Phone or Email details

Contact details will only be used to inform of any volunteer driving posts as part of a community transport project.

Thank you for your time completing this survey. Please use the box bellow if you have any additional
comments.

Mearns Area Partnership, 44 High Street, Laurencekirk AB30 1AB
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Appendix four: Additional comments from the public in the 2011 Community Transport Survey.
Almost all of these comments were aimed at the Public Transport Provision

2011 Map Consultation respondent’s comments on improving transport in the Mearns:
“I would like a direct Inverbervie to Dundee service on a reasonable schedule and a reestablishment of Edingburgh/Glasgow service via Stonehaven/Montrose”
“Present public transport unsuitable due to times, also accessibility for disabled, elderly and
young parents. Weekends especially Sunday we don’t get out due to lack of services, i.e. time
gap between buses and by time they start on Sunday half the day is gone.”
“Better integration of different transport providers (i.e. bus/train). Late night provision for
attendance to theatre etc. Better advertising/awareness notice of new service/changes in
service.”
“I would like to use trains more for commuting if stopped at Laurencekirk at times to suit shifts.
I cannot use if starting in Aberdeen at 7am or 10am and finishing at 10pm on Sat & Sun in
Aberdeen.”
“We went from 2 cars to 1 when the station reopened and try to use the train as much as
possible. There are times when my husband’s has needed the car because of shifts and I have
difficulty getting to things I wanted to do because not all trains stop at Laurencekirk. At
weekends we sometimes take the car because of the limited number of trains even though we
would prefer to use the train.”
“Good to see new innovative ideas for transport in rural areas”
“Public transport is too costly”
“Could use a better bus service to Deeside”
“Some of the buses in the small villages are too big and cause jamming”
“Bus timetables do not seem to be for convenience of passengers”
“Buses follow each other- timetable issues”
“I use mu car for short trips to a bus station”
“I don’t think it is fair that old age pensioners get to go on the bus for free while the rest of us
have to pay.”
“Montrose service isn't reliable for connection with Fordoun/Laurencekirk service. Also if
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traveling home from south last through connection to Fordoun leaves Brechin at 14.00hrs”
“It may help if bus times coincided with train times at Laurencekirk and Stonehaven. In
Stonehaven now very few buses pass the station making connections quite difficult. Most
buses used to go in at Spurryhillock in Stonehaven but now mostly go in at first entrance
therefore not going passed station.”
“Currently if say I wanted to travel from Johnshaven to Aberdeen, there are 2 bus companies,
both of which are timetabled to appear within 5 minutes of each other then there is a huge gap
before the next 2. Personally feel this is ridiculous, I feel that they should space their schedules
equally thereby minimizing the time between buses. Furthermore, as they are competing for
customers and are scheduled close together they drive like lunatics trying to get the customers
first. I really dislike that you have to change buses at Stonehaven and that the bus does not
stop near Stonehaven train station. Thus for public transport is overpriced and not convenient
hence I use the car. If it was cost effective or slightly more expensive but offered a reliable
frequent service that included delivery to train station then I would consider public transport.”
“Have a driving license but believe in using public transport. Need a bus in morning to
Laurencekirk station and back in the evening.”
“I am able to drive myself and prefer the independence this gives me over a bus.”
“Why don't buses have cycle racks on the rear of the bus to allow cyclists to integrate their
journeys? Buses often run routes at times the public don’t need them. Why are stagecoach
buses more expensive than Nichols buses?”
“I would like to use trains more for commuting if stopped at Laurencekirk at times to suit shifts. I cannot
use if starting in Aberdeen at 7am or 10am and finishing at 10pm on Sat & Sun in Aberdeen.”
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Appendix Five: Public transport timetable compilation.

MONDAY - SATURDAY
MONTROSE south bound train
MONTROSE north bound train
107 Mon-Fri arrivals
107 Mon-Fri departures
107 Sat
107 Sat departures
X7 Mon-Fri (high street arrival)
X7 Mon-Fri (high street departs)
X7 Sat Arrivals
X7 Sat Departures
113 Mon-Fri arrival
113 Mon-Fri departure
113 Sat Arrivals
113 Sat Departures

6.17 6.34
6.25 7.01
6.27
6.32
6.35
6.31
6.30
6.40

7.13
7.13

7.23

7.47
7.58

8.18

8.32

8.59

9.18
9.13

9.46
9.38

8.02
8.10
7.26
7.30
7.31
7.40

8.28

9.31
8.40

8.31

9.40
9.31

8.40

10.31
9.40
10.07
10.28

9.28
8.00

10.15
10.31
10.02
10.10
10.02
10.10
10.31

9.47
10.00
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MONDAY - SATURDAY (bus arrival times)
MONTROSE south bound train
10.32
MONTROSE north bound train
107 Mon-Fri arrivals
107 Mon-Fri departures
107 Sat
107 Sat departures
X7 Mon-Fri (high street arrival)
X7 Mon-Fri (high street departs)
10.40
X7 Sat Arrivals
X7 Sat Departures
10.40
113 Mon-Fri arrival
113 Mon-Fri departure
113 Sat Arrivals
113 Sat Departures

11.14
11.04^
11.02
11.10
11.02

11.07~

11.46
11.34

12.17
12.17
12.02

12.10

12.32

13.20
13.33
13.02

13.10

13.44
14.07
14.02
14.10*

14.17
14.32

11.31

12.31
11.40

11.31

12.40
12.31

11.40
11.12
11.28

12.40
12.12
12.23
12.17
12.20

13.31
13.40
13.31
13.40
13.12
13.28

15.30
15.39

15.02*

13.02
12.10

15.12

15.02
14.10
14.31
14.40
14.31
14.12
14.15
14.17
14.20

14.40
15.12

15.31
15.40
15.31
15.40
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SUNDAY
MONDAY
- SATURDAY
MONTROSE south bound train
MONTROSE north bound train
107 Mon-Fri arrivals
107 Mon-Fri departures
107 Sat
107 Sat departures
X7 Mon-Fri (high street arrival)
X7 Mon-Fri (high street departs)
X7 Sat Arrivals
X7 Sat Departures
113 Mon-Fri arrival
113 Mon-Fri departure
113 Sat Arrivals
113 Sat Departures

16.11
16.21 16.33

16.10
16.31

17.15
17.09
17.02
17.10
17.02
17.10
17.36

16.40
16.31

17.49
17.33

18.17
18.16
18.02
18.10
18.02
18.10
18.36

17.40
17.31

16.40

18.56

18.45
18.31

17.40

18.40

19.10
19.22

19.51
19.48

19.31
19.40
19.31
19.40

20.04
20.02
20.10
20.02
20.10

20.24
20.26~

20.29^

20.43
20.40

20.31
20.40
20.13
20.40

16.12

MONDAY - SATURDAY (bus arrival times)
MONTROSE south bound train
21.20
MONTROSE north bound train
21.12
107 Mon-Fri arrivals
107 Mon-Fri departures
107 Sat
107 Sat departures

21.44
21.31
21.41
21.45
21.41
21.45

21.56~

22.10^
22.25^

22.39
22.41
22.45
22.41
22.45

23.13+
23.24

0.05#
23.41
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MONTROSE south bound
MONTROSE norht bound
107 Arrivals
107 Departures
X7 (High Street) Arrivals
x7 (High Street) Departures

840

10.08
10.28
11.50
9.50
11.01
11.46
9.42
11.42
9.45
11.45
8.31
10.31
10.40

12.07

12.27
12.37

14.07
13.42
13.42
13.45

12.31
12.40

14.30
14.24

14.31
14.40

15.48
15.42
15.42
15.45

16.08
16.31

17.48
17.42
17.42
17.45

16.31
16.40

*non schl days (terminates at high school on school days)
^mon-fri
~sat only
+mon-thurs
#fri only

SUNDAY
MONTROSE south bound
MONTROSE norht bound
107 Arrivals
107 Departures
X7 (High Street) Arrivals
x7 (High Street) Departures

18.28
18.46

18.31
18.40

19.48
19.42
19.42
19.45

20.13
20.01

20.48
20.31

22.06
21.42
21.42
21.45

23.11
22.52

23.41

20.31
20.40
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MONDAY SATURDAY
LAURENCEKIRK
south bound
6.06
LAURENCEKIRK
north bound
6.35
24 mon-fri from Stonehaven
arrival
24 mon-fri to Stonehaven
departs
24 sat from
Stonehaven arrival
24 sat to Stonehaven
departs
24 mon-fri from
Brechin arrival
24 mon-fri to
Brechin departs
103 mon-fri arrival
103 mon-fri departs
6.45"
103 sat arrival
103 sat departs
102 fri only arrival
102 fri only departs
9 Farquhar Square
arrival
8 departs
7.10

7.36
7.35

9.35
8.09

7.41*

11.35
10.16

11.50^

14.37
12.43

15.50

8.59

10.59

13.14

9.55

11.55

14.25**

8.49

16.32

17.38
17.20

16.00*
15.25**

16.25

13.54

7.41

12.50

9.00

9.56

11.56

11.00

13.15

14.26

15.02
9.05
12.04
9.05

17.06
14.10
13.05

9.23

7.50

Arrivals
*non schl days (4 minutes later on
school days)
^mon-fri

8.52
9.00

9.57
10.00

10.57
11.00

11.57
12.00^

12.57^
13.00

13.57
14.00

14.57
13.35

16.32
17.00

17.02~

Departures
*non schl days (route varies in Fourdon and terminates Acadamy on School Days)
**schl days (route varies in Fourdon and misses Auchenblae and Glenbervie stops - 14.25 as normal
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and 15.25 no alternative on non school days)
~sat only
+mon-thurs
#fri only
"does not call at
Stonehaven

^mon-fri
~sat only
+mon-thurs
#fri only
"does not call at Stonehaven

MONDAY - SATURDAY
LAURENCEKIRK south bound
18.06
19.40
23.03+
23.55#
LAURENCEKIRK north bound
18.27
21.42
23.52
24 mon-fri from Stonehaven
arrival
18.02
24 mon-fri to Stonehaven departs
24 sat from Stonehaven arrival
24 sat to Stonehaven departs
24 mon-fri from Brechin arrival
24 mon-fri to Brechin departs
103 mon-fri arrival
18.32"
103 mon-fri departs
103 sat arrival
103 sat departs
102 fri only arrival
102 fri only departs
9 Farquhar Square arrival
17.37
17.57
23.50^
8 departs
SUNDAY
LAURENCEKIRK south bound
9.57
13.57
LAURENCEKIRK north bound
12.01
15.53
9 Farquhar Square arrival
10.25
11.40
13.25
14.50
8 departs
9.10
10.30
12.30
13.45

18.18
19.55
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MONDAY-SATURDAY (Barclay Street except 103 which is Station Hotel) Arrival Times
STONEHAVEN south bound
5.52 6.12 6.52 7.22 7.56 8.09 8.38
STONEHAVEN north bound
6.58 7.23 7.34 7.48 8.22
107 mon-fri arrival
7.20"
8.27*'
107 mon-fri departs
5.35
9.10
107 sat arrival
7.27
107 sat departs
5.40
7.10
9.10
X7 mon-fri arrival
6.23$ 7.13
8.13
X7 mon-fri departs
5.48 6.43
7.36
8.48
X7 sat arrival
7.23
8.23
X7 sat departs
6.48
7.48
8.48
113 mon-fri arrival
113 mon-fri departs
9.15
113 sat arrival
8.52
113 sat departs
8.55
24 mon-fri arrival
8.15*
24 mon-fri departs
8.30*
24 sat arrival
8.18
24 sat departs
8.20'
103 mon-fri arrival
103 mon-fri departs
103 sat arrival
103 sat departs
102 fri only arrival
102 fri only departs

9.53 10.09
11.21
9.34 10.29 10.53 11.26^
10.07'
11.02
10.10 11.10
9.02
11.02
10.10
9.23 10.23
9.48 10.48
9.23 10.23
9.48 10.48
10.20
10.20
11.20
10.52
11.25
8.28
10.30

12.26 12.58 13.22
11.29~ 12.04 12.40 13.27
12.02
13.02
12.10 13.10 14.10*
13.02
12.10
14.10
11.23
12.23 13.23
11.48
12.48 13.48
11.23
12.23 13.23
11.48
12.48 13.48
11.20
12.20 13.15
12.20
13.20
13.12
13.25
12.28
12.45
13.23

9.38
9.38
11.32
10.17
12.10
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MONDAY-SATURDAY (Barclay Street except 103 which is Station Hotel) Arrival Times
STONEHAVEN south bound
14.23
15.07
15.49 16.18 16.53
STONEHAVEN north bound
14.29 14.54 15.26
16.44 17.33
107 mon-fri arrival
14.02
15.02
16.02 16.47'
107 mon-fri departs
15.35
16.10
17.10
107 sat arrival
15.02
107 sat departs
16.10
17.10
X7 mon-fri arrival
14.23
15.23 16.23
X7 mon-fri departs
14.48
15.48
16.53
X7 sat arrival
14.23
15.23 16.23
X7 sat departs
14.48
15.48
16.48
113 mon-fri arrival
14.20
15.07
113 mon-fri departs
14.20
113 sat arrival
15.12
113 sat departs
15.25
24 mon-fri arrival
14.56*
16.00* 16.58
24 mon-fri departs
15.30*'
17.30'
24 sat arrival
24 sat departs
13.55'
103 mon-fri arrival
103 mon-fri departs
14.30
103 sat arrival
14.43
103 sat departs
16.37
102 fri only arrival
102 fri only departs

17.52 18.33 18.49
17.55 18.41 18.53
18.02
19.10
17.02 18.02
19.10
17.23 18.23
17.53 18.48
17.23 18.23
17.48 18.48

19.26
19.43
19.02

20.06
20.10

20.21
20.24

20.58
20.49~

20.50
19.02
19.28
19.48
19.23
19.48

20.50
20.23
20.23
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MONDAY-SATURDAY (Barclay Street except 103 which is Station Hotel) Arrival Times
STONEHAVEN south bound
21.22 21.35~ 21.49^ 22.49+
23.41#
STONEHAVEN north bound
20.52^
21.34 21.56 22.48^ 23.01 23.46
107 mon-fri arrival
21.02
22.37
23.37
107 mon-fri departs
21.50
22.50"
107 sat arrival
21.02
23.37
107 sat departs
21.50
22.50"
X7 mon-fri arrival
21.23
X7 mon-fri departs
X7 sat arrival
21.23

SUNDAY
STONEHAVEN north
bound
STONEHAVEN south
bound
107 Barclay Street
arrival
107 Barclay Street
departs
X7 Barclay Street
arrival
X7 Barclay Street
departs

0.06
23.49"
23.49"

9.43 10.05 11.29 11.45 12.04 13.43 14.07 15.26 15.46 17.26 18.04
10.10 11.24 12.10 12.59 14.03 14.46

8.50

10.37

12.37

14.37

10.50

12.50

14.50

9.23
7.48

9.48

11.23

13.23

11.48

13.48

16.06 16.54 18.03
16.37
16.50
15.23

18.50
17.23

15.48 17.48
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SUNDAY
STONEHAVEN north bound
STONEHAVEN south
bound
107 Barclay Street arrival
107 Barclay Street departs
X7 Barclay Street arrival
X7 Barclay Street departs

19.26

19.51

20.26

19.08
18.37

20.06

20.24
20.37
20.50

19.23
19.48

20.54

21.45

22.48

22.03

23.14
22.37

0.02

21.23

Arrivals
*non schl days (107arrives 6 minutest later as goes to school on school days)
*non schl days (24 route varies in Fourdon arrives 2-3 mins later non-school days - 4pm bus school days only)
^mon-fri
~sat only
+mon-thurs
#fri only
"starts Johnshaven
'starts St Cyrus
$starts Gourdon road end

Departures
*non schl days (107 terminates in St Cyrus on school days)
*non schl days (24 morning departs accadamy and does not go to Barclay Street on school days - route varies in Fourdon)
*non schl days (24 afternoon departs acadamy 10 mins earlier)
^mon-fri
~sat only
+mon-thurs
#fri only
"terminates Johnshaven
'terminates Laurencekirk
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Appendix six:
Scottish National Rural Project Network
Project Visits 2011
Community Transport (CT)

Report of visit by Tony Archer, MAP Project Worker.
Introduction
The project visit brought together 11 participants from across the Scottish Community transport sector
for a visit to one of the country’s most successful operators Badenoch & Strathspey Community
Transport Company ( BSCTC). The visit was a networking event for participants to exchange information
and discuss matters that affect the sector.
The event was tailored around a Networking Evening allowing the participants to meet over dinner and
introduce each their relevant community interest. This was followed the following morning by a visit to
the BSCTC office and a site visit to a mobility project in Glenmore followed by an open discussion session
at the Glenmore Centre.

Attendance List
Hazel Aim Dialabus, Orkney Community Transport Organization
Tony Archer Mearns Area Partnership (MAP) Community Transport Project
David Boncey Annandale Transport Initiative
Keith Cooper Glenkens Transport Initiative
Sheila Fletcher Community Transport Association
Anne Marie Kennedy RSVP Community Transport, Your Wee Red Bus
Sheona Mathewson Callander Climate Change, Sustainable Transport
Stuart McHugh North West Community Bus Association
Cathy Stephenson Kirriemuir Community Council
Julia Whitaker Ailsa Horizons, Carrick Rural Transport Network Group
Jane Young Connect Assynt
BSCTC Host Team
Maggie Lawson, Dorothy McIntosh, Kirsty Riach, Judy Carey and Lewis Thomson
Scottish National Rural Network Team (SNRN)
Matt Tyrer and Norman MacAskill
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The first part of the network event was an informal chance for everyone to give a brief
overview of their organizations and the type of community transport (CT) they operated. There
was quite a diverse range of operators from several organizations just investigating developing
CT, small operators like MCT with single vehicles, multi vehicle operators and one large CT
operator from Orkney who had a fleet of 7 buses operating on section 22 permits and a PSV
license.
Some operators were buoyant about how well their concerns were running in particular RSVP
Community Transport and Glenkens Transport Initiative. Both had similarities in that they were
organized by an individual who seemed to be a single handed lynch pin of their respective
operations and worked round the clock to make it a success. An example of this being the
Glenkens Transport Initiative organizer who was paid 12 hours a week, to work from home yet
admitted that he ran it seven days a week taking phone calls whenever they came in.
The other operator was similarly a one person dynamo but whilst their operations were
successful, both organizations reporting demand outstripping supply, they had a similar
problem.
Neither operator could see an exit strategy for themselves. One had just acquired a second bus
but had no idea of who was going to take on the workload of organizing extra trips to fill it,
especially as they wanted more time to their selves in retirement. The other was approaching
65 and thinking of retirement but couldn’t see anyone willing to take on the operational
management to the level they committed to. These two examples highlighted that whilst there
was a high demand for the service in their respective areas it is not good practice for a CT
operation to be built around one individual.
MCT was almost alone amongst the group to have a community bus that solely relied upon hire
of the bus. All the operators who had a single unit mixed both group hires with organized trips
and most carried out day care transportation services on contract with their local Councils. It
was this element of social care transport that came across as being the cornerstone of most of
the CT operators. Interestingly, it was not just those that had Council contracts to deliver such
services as day care transport, but in the way that some CT operators actively approached
organizing trips which targeted the elderly living in residential care homes. One operator
actively organized events, using volunteers to provide music and catering, such as tea dances
which they would market to local care home residents, taking them out of the care home
environment for a few hours and returning them later.
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It was also notable that some of the CT operators ran some kind of Shopper scheme, either
with their buses or as a separate volunteer car driver project, similar to the Mearns Healthy
Living Network scheme.
The Orkney operator, Dialabus Orkney Community Transport, had no vehicle available for group
hires as all its 7 bus capacity was taken up in providing dial a bus services. It was however
looking at replacing one of its 16 seat buses and using the one taken out of service from Section
22 to operate a trial group hire bus under a Section 19 permit.

Day Two- The Project Visit
BSCTC is more locally known as “Where are we going 2 day” and is the organizations lead
branding on all their vehicles and promotional material. BSCTC has won several awards
including the Queens Award for Voluntary service and just recently they had won the 2010
Scottish Countryside Alliance Best Rural Enterprise Award.
The project has a surprising amount of staff and is headed by Maggie Lawson who is the
Projects Development Manager in overall charge. She is supported by a four strong team that
includes an Office Manager, a Volunteer Recruitment Officer, a Development Officer and a Car
Share Scheme Coordinator.
BSCTC current projects.
A general purpose 16 seater Ford Transit (non access) group hire bus which is also used for
School hires.
A VW Carvelle 7 seater with option for 5 seats and one wheelchair.
4 Mobility Scooters at Glenmore Park.
A Mobility Scooter and wheelchair hire outlet offering a home delivery/pick up service.
A car share Scheme with 130 volunteer drivers.
Previous Projects included:
An Electric Car trial
A walk leader training scheme.
Area of operations.
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Despite being based in Aviemore BSCTC has provided limited service there due to previous
shoppers scheme that operated there. At the moment the VW Carvelle operates a door to door
service in Aviemore taking disadvantaged people out on trips to the shops or theatre etc.
Their highly successful car share scheme operates in all localities and communities across
Badenoch and Strathspey and is now under public pressure to provide the service to Aviemore
residents as well. This project has become the cornerstone of the BSCTC operation.
This project is operated by volunteers with 130 drivers signed up to the scheme (“which is
never enough” quote Kirsty- car share scheme coordinator) all of whom have been recruited
trained and are part of the PVG scheme. The drivers are supplemented by a further 10
volunteer telephonists who work from home on a rota that provides daytime phone line cover
for the web based booking system BSCTC operate.
Additional volunteers support the project through a range of fundraising activities and events
linked to the Community transport operation which is nothing short of inspiring. Project
Manager, Maggie Lawson, has developed the philosophy that everyone in the community has
skills which can be transferred into support for the Community Transport project. Because of
this everyone is actively encouraged to participate in supporting the project.
There are volunteers who do home bakes to take to events, specially put on to attract people
who use the car share scheme or mini bus services to attend. Local musical talent will come
along and provide a bit of music so that social events are created from nothing and at little cost.
One example they were advertising whilst we were there was a tea dance, which utilised the
skills described above. There was a charge of £5 to cover the transport to the event and a cup
of tea and cake. Not only were regular clients using these events but some care homes were
now booking the service to take a group from the home out for an afternoon.
The drivers in the scheme are all very focused, and most go the extra mile to help the people
they give lifts to, simple things like checking the doors are locked before the client leaves their
home or perhaps switching off the gas fire or some other simple task which takes their role of
driver and makes it more of a community support person.
As drivers are located throughout the operational area in the various rural communities there
are always plenty to call on.
The volunteer telephonists are another aspect of the project which reaches into the
community. As home workers, they are all equipped with laptops loaded with a unique
specially created bookings system which is a web based system allowing the telephonists to
take the booking, assign a driver and for the whole operation to be monitored online back at
the office by the office manager during the training period.
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A dedicated landline number at the office is diverted to the home phone of whichever
telephonist is on duty between 10am and 4pm each day. Telephonists are trained by BSCTC
and are often people who are confined at home through disability themselves or with young
children who by volunteering in this way have something positive to do themselves whilst
putting something back into the community through the voluntary activity. Some volunteers
have even used the voluntary activity to increase their personal skills and gain employment as a
result.
The telephonist program is unique to BSCTC and they may be willing to allow other CT
operators to gain access to a copy to allow operators in other areas to develop a similar project.
The whole volunteer experience with BSCTC is enhanced by several social functions across the
year that the charity runs as a thank you to them. Volunteer training is offered to volunteers
some of it free and some may have a subsidised rate* to the volunteer. Training offered
includes:
Drivers:
Driver Induction
Winter Driving Skills*
First Aid
Car Scheme Driver training
MIDAS training
Passenger assistant training –PATS

Telephonists:
Database Course
Customer Care
Administration
Volunteers in all projects come and go but BSCTC seems to have found the right recipe for not
only regular recruitment of volunteers but maintaining them as well. Volunteers receive
awards for length of service and the most recent newsletter carried an article congratulating 16
volunteers who had provided 10 years service each to BSCTC.
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A relatively new project has been the introduction of an outdoor access project for the less
mobile. This offers a free wheelchair or a mobility scooter loan which can be delivered to the
client and collected again after its use. There is also a smaller project based at the Glenmore
Park. Here users can book and access a mobility scooter which allows them to use the forest
enterprise path network in and around the Glenmore area. This has been another huge success
with older people who used to love walking the area now being able to continue getting out in
the environment again. First time users are accompanied by a trained BSCTC volunteer who
shows them how to access a scooter from the secured storage area (provided free of chargeincluding electricity- by Forest Enterprise) thereafter regular users can pick up the key for the
secure unit from the Glenmore shop and take a pre booked scooter out themselves.
BSCTC do not make a charge for this service and ask for donations instead. This brought in
£1500 of donations last year from the four Scooters available.
The issue of branding the CT project was discussed in context of the BSCTC project. They have
adopted the figure 2 as central to their operation with their minibus services carrying the
Branding “Where 2 go to day”. This appears on car stickers which all the volunteers proudly
display on their cars as a badge of honour. They produce regular newsletters which are sent to
volunteers. As this is the Year of Volunteering the current newsletter included two postcards to
give to friends encouraging them to become a volunteer.
A new Fundraiser just launched is a recipe book which is titled “What 2 eat today.”
Their marketing philosophy is simply to be forever in the public eye, and not a week goes by
without a story involving BSCTC in the local papers.

General discussion session at Glenmore Lodge.
An open discussion took place to finish the event.
Pricing of services was a popular topic and produced some very surprising differences between
operators.
MCT prices were seen to be the 2nd most expensive across the board, only surpassed by the
RSVP Little Red Bus which has a standard charge of £10 per hour + £1 per mile. Others had a
similar £10 charge, as MCT, but lower mileage charges ranging from 45-65p per mile. North
West CBA was the lowest without a standing charge and just 56p per mile.
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BSCTC charges range from 30p per mile for their car share scheme, 45-60p per mile for the VW
MPV or Minibus and £4 individual fares for trips carried out under section 19. However they do
have a range of fares which are higher for contract work.
Matt Tyrer , SNRN, offered to compile everyone’s prices and email addresses so everyone could
compare prices and contact each other for further info if need be.
Future funding was a key issue and it was generally accepted that CT operators had to adapt to
the new funding era of less money from local authorities and a need to be self sustaining.
BSCTC commented that their approach has been to recently set up a trading wing to their
charity to allow them to trade and bank profits to offset future grant losses. Matt Tyrer from
SNRN pointed out charities could trade and make a profit up to a certain limit, though not quite
sure what the ceiling was.
BSCTC also pointed out that they had decided to employ a mechanic and workshop to carry out
servicing of their vehicles and were now using the facilities to offer servicing to volunteers cars
which was proving successful and profitable.
Volunteer participation was discussed, with some CT operators feeling it’s a struggle to rely on
volunteer participation all the time, especially in remote areas where recruitment and retention
maybe difficult. Sheila Fletcher (CTAS) pointed out that Councils (and Government) were
expecting too much input from volunteers and financial constraints from higher fuel costs were
causing volunteer drivers to question their own involvement, particularly as they were unable
to claim for “Down Time” (getting to and from a clients house to take them out).
Car scheme insurance was an issue to some, with one or two horror stories around the table.
Some insurance companies will not include volunteer driving work under their policies whilst
others would. Volunteer drivers should check their insurance before undertaking car sharing
work to ensure they are covered. This was also having a negative effect on recruiting
volunteers.
There were concerns expressed over working with some Council’s and that it was difficult to get
statutory bodies to adopt budget sharing practices.
It was also considered good practice to start evaluating the social return of projects as this
maybe increasingly asked for by funders in a more restrictive economic environment.
Electric vehicles were discussed, BSCTC gave a review of their trial which had involved the use
of an electric car for a year. There had been some positives and some negatives. The negatives
largely arose from the vehicle being a very early attempt to create an electric car by taking the
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petrol engine out of a new Vauxhall Corsa and replacing with an electric unit and 13 lead acid
batteries.
The car had performed reasonably well though climbing cairngorm had reduced it to 13 mph
and the lack of gearing in such circumstances showed. A lack of heating in the car made it poor
to use in winter and the extreme cold temps of Aviemore in the winter affected the batteries
charging abilities.
More modern equivalents with new battery technology was felt by all to be improving but as
yet no one had experience of operating CT with electric vehicles beyond disability scooters.
There was agreement that there needs to be a voice to represent CT operators in Scotland.
Sheila Fletcher from the Community Transport Association (Scotland) accepted this was part of
their remit and they lobbied the Scottish Government on numerous issues across the industry.
She recommended all CT organisations to join and benefit from the CTA forum which was well
used and gave access to operators all over the country.
Conclusions
The visit was encouraging and everyone felt they had benefited from the discussions.
Grant reductions were a key issue, but there are CT operators who are thinking and planning
ahead by looking at diversification and how to retain income to offset grant losses. As grant
reductions are unlikely to be reversed in the foreseeable future this seems a priority for any
organisation to focus on. MAP may need to set up a trading company to allow profits from
trading efforts to be made and then invested in MAP projects.
Clearly, maintaining a good volunteer network is also key to development and finding ways of
fostering a strong social spirit in the community maybe helpful to this. However, all operators
tended to agree with the CTA position that too much was now being placed on volunteers
shoulders and there was some evidence beginning to emerge that volunteers were being put
off from getting involved with car share schemes that involved them using their cars as
spiralling fuel prices were outpacing government guidelines on mileage rates especially as
“down time “was not being allowed in claims.
Many of the operators carry out the function of local dial a bus operator which is different to
what we experience in the Mearns RPA. Here the Public Transport Unit operates the service
and prior to that the Social Work Department. Given the Councils desire to see asset transfers
to the community take place it may well be a good opportunity for MCT to approach the
Council regarding transferring the Dial A Bus Service to MCT. This would reduce the Councils
transport budget and increase the Mearns Community transport capacity. Additional
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consideration should be given to the Aberdeenshire Councils mini bus stationed in Inverbervie.
Again if this was transferred to MCT the contract for transferring clients to the Milltown Day
Workshop would provide an additional source to MCT along with a secondary vehicle for hire at
weekends or other services.
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Appendix 7. New RPA Bus Leaflets
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Appendix 8: 65 Special services

Kincardine & Mearns 65 Special Dial a Trip
Please note that no 65 Special services will run over the Christmas and New
Year period from Monday 26th December. Services will resume on
Wednesday 4th January 2012.
The booking office will be closed on the following dates:
December 2011: Monday 26th, Tuesday 27th and Friday 30th
January 2012: Monday 2nd and Tuesday 3rd.
The following services operate in the Kincardine and Mearns area:
No
Service Route
1 Inverbervie - Kinneff Catterline - Stonehaven Portlethen (Asda)
2 Catterline - Kinneff - Gourdon
- Johnshaven - Montrose
2a Inverbervie - St Cyrus Montrose
3 Glenbervie - Drumlithie Auchenblae - Montrose
4 Glenbervie - Drumlithie Portlethen (Asda)
5 Laurencekirk - Portlethen
(Asda)
5a St Cyrus - Johnshaven Gourdon - Portlethen (Asda)
6 Stonehaven - Auchenblae Fettercairn - Montrose
10 Inverbervie & Gourdon Local
Service
10a Catterline - Kinneff Inverbervie
15 Stonehaven Town Service
15a Stonehaven - Muchalls - Tesco
Newtonhill

Day
Mon

Frequency
Weekly

Tues

Weekly

Fri

Weekly

Tues

Fortnightly

Tues

Fortnightly

Thurs

Fortnightly

Thurs

Fortnightly

Thurs

Weekly

Wed

Weekly

Wed

Weekly

Mon/Wed/Fri Weekly
Wed
Weekly
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Aberdeenshire Council's "65 Special" services provide wheelchair-accessible
door-to-door transport for people who have mobility difficulties. The service
is also open to people who live in areas with limited public transport. In order
to travel you must register to become a member.

Who qualifies for 65 Special?
The service is open to:




people who have difficulty walking
people with other disabilities, and
people who don't live near a regular bus route

If you aren't sure whether you qualify please phone and ask us
How do I book a seat?
All journeys must be pre-booked by phoning the dial-a-bus hotline on 01569
765765 between 9.30 am and 3.30 pm, Monday to Friday. Bookings can be made
up to one week in advance.
If you need to cancel a trip please call our Cancellation Line on 01224 665580 and
leave a message at any time.
Any other questions?
To find out more, or to ask if you can register for the service, call us on 01224
664747.
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